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ABSTRACT 

Thesis Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a close textual reading of representations 
of slavery in The Montreal Gazette, primarily within the period of 1785-1805, the 
first twenty years after the newspaper became bilingual. This project has three 
main outcomes. Firstly, it provides a history of black slavery in Montreal details 
the founding of The Gazette and evaluates its spatial layout, particularly the 
classified section where slave ads appear. Secondly, it analyzes the representation 
of black slaves in two distinct news forms: (1) ads of sale and (2) notices of 
escaped slaves, with particular focus on representations of race, gender, class, and 
criminality. Thirdly, it addresses the presentation of race and national identity in 
The Gazette, through both textual analysis and comparative analysis with the 
United States and Haiti. The project engages with conceptions of Canadian 
national identity throughout, particularly with respect to issues of tolerance and 
selective memory. 

Résumé du mémoire 

Ce mémoire présente une analyse attentive des représentations de l'esclavage 
dans The Montreal Gazette entre 1785 et 1805, les vingt premières années où ce 
journal est devenu bilingue. Ce projet a trois objectifs principaux. li offre une 
histoire de l'esclavage des Noirs à Montréal, détaille la création de la Gazette et 
évalue l'espace de sa mise en page, notamment des sections où les esclaves sont 
mentionnés. Ensuite, il analyse la représentation faite des esclaves à travers deux 
formes journalistiques: (1) annonces de ventes et (2) notices des esclaves en fuite, 
avec une attention particulière à la race, au genre, la classe et la criminalité. Enfin, 
il étudie les représentations de l'appartenance raciale et de l'identité nationale 
dans la Gazette à travers une analyse textuelle et comparative avec les Etats-Unis 
et Haïti. Ce projet discute les conceptions de l'identité nationale canadienne, dont 
les questions de tolérance et de mémoire sélective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Canadian scholar Eva Mackey asserts that "nationalist narratives of 

tolerance such as the [benevolent] Mountie myth misrepresent the encounter 

between cultures and the brutal history of conquest and cultural genocide that 

Canada is founded upon" (1999: 2). This myth of tolerance is reinforced by the 

effacement of black slavery in Canada through privileging the 'Underground 

Railroad', particularly in American literature, which refers to Canada only as a 

place of freedom. Through my work, 1 hope to temper this asymmetrical 

portrayal of Canadian history. My research pursues the topic of black slavery in 

Montreal through an examination of The Montreal Gazette. 

Still a prominent newspaper today, the (then) bilingual Gazette was an 

important source for the dissemination of news of world events, royal 

proclamations, church ordinances, and local happenings such as celebrations and 

auctions. Because of its role as a tool of information, the Gazette undoubtedly 

played a role in influencing and representing public opinion.! 1 am examining 

notices of escaped slaves and slaves for sale in the first twenty years after it 

became bilingual in 1785, se ven years after its founding in 1778. My 

interdisciplinary approach employs a combination of anti-racist, ferninist and 

semiotic methodologies and explores the historical, sociologie al and poli tic al 

dimensions of slavery in Montreal. 1 will analyze the ways in which the plain text 

1 It is difficult to ascertain precisely how central a role The Gazette played, as historical circulation 
data is unavailable. Similarly, census data are very sporadic and usually do not record figures for 
literacy, so it is only possible to speculate how man y people would have had access to it. This is 
also true because the Quebec Gazette also circulated in Montreal, thereby potentially limiting the 
readership of the Montreal-based newspaper. 
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advertisements facilitated the codification of the black slave body through the 

technique of physical description, reliant on a series of ideological systems 

surrounding race and gender. 2 

The myth of tolerance fails to calI into question Canada' s colonial 

beginning, and consequently, to question its legitimacy. Even within twenty short 

years of abolition, "there was little awareness in the provinces of there having 

been any slavery in Canada at all" (Winks: 20). One well-respected historian, 

Francois-Xavier Garneau, even went so far as to daim that slavery ne ver existed 

in the French colonies (Winks: 9-20). In actuality, the enslavement of blacks in 

Quebec lasted over two hundred years - from 1628 to 1834 - though not officialIy 

legalized until 1689. Slaves were legally defined as muebles, movable personal 

property, and were therefore bound to their owners rather than to the land 

(Elgersman 1999). As such, slaves were bound to their masters until freedom was 

granted or the slaves died. 

In New France, the colony established in Canada by French monarchy, 

which later became the province of Quebec, the majority of black slaves lived in 

Montreal, Quebec and Trois-Rivières (Winks: 21). These were the most 

established cities, with populations of 55,634, 44,760 and 12,618 respectively? 

Over the entire period of slavery, Marcel Trudel successfully traced 3,604 slaves, 

2 Unlike the Quebec Gazette, slave ads in the Montreal Gazette were not accompanied by images 
depicting black slaves. This is most likely because slave ads ran so infrequently that the cost of 
printing materials could not be justified. Instead, the 'picture' of slaves was reliant solely on 
textuaI description of the slave's appearance and readers' preconceptions of the appearance of 
black slaves. 
3 1784 Census of Canada, E-STAT Table. Census Canada website. <http://estatcan.ca/cgi
win/CNSMCGI.EXE>, accessed 12/05/03. This page cannot be accessed directly by entering the 
URL, but a table can be generated once criteria are se!ected. 
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of whom 1,132 were black.4 Over three quarters of aIl black slaves resided in 

towns (rather than rural settings), with 52.3% of the total number living in or near 

Montreal (Winks). Though Montreal housed the most slaves, the black slave 

population numbered only 592, comprising a mere 0.01 percent of the total 

population.5 

The infrequent use of black slaves was due largely to their considerable 

expense. While aboriginal slaves cost 400 livres, black slaves co st over double 

that amount - 900 livres (Winks: 17), likely due to their greater longevity6 and the 

prestige of owning them, as black slaves in Montreal were luxury commodities 

(Nelson 1998). The failure of slavery to establish a strong foothold in Canada has 

also been erroneously attributed to the inability of blacks to withstand harsh 

Canadian winters (Winks: 18). More accurately, it has been speculated that 

slavery in Canada never reached the scale of the United States or Caribbean 

because of the lack of a profitable large-scale crop or other form of economic 

production requiring mass labour (Elgersman 1999). 

But scale is not the sole deterrninant of importance. The study of slavery 

in Canada is necessary primarily because of its smaller scale. It is because slavery 

in Canada was less prevalent than in most slave societies that the myth of 

benevolence and tolerance continues to flourish, and many Canadians remain 

unaware of the colonial history that lies beneath the surface but is buried in 

newspaper archives. Within a historical context, the smaller sc ale of slavery 

4 The rest were aboriginal slaves, known as panis or 'pawnees', a term which became 
synonymous "slave" and was ultimately became used to refer to blacks also (Winks 1997). 
5 My calculations, based on the data presented. 
6 See footnote 17 for mortality age. 
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meant that few Montrealers had interpersonal contact with enslaved blacks. 

Consequently, newspapers comprised a disproportionate amount of the discourse 

representing slaves, and hence took on even greater significance. 

My analysis is facilitated by an examination of two different types of texts, 

ads for the sale of slaves, and notices requesting the capture and retum of escaped 

slaves.7 1 am analyzing the ways in which sale ads serve to codify black bodies as 

a type of "machinery, valued primarily for their muscle, endurance, and 

productive capability" (Guy-Shetfall 2002: 23). Ads of sale coded slaves with 

quantifiable value - that is, as strong or healthy - through physical description. 

Fugitive slave notices underscore this representation as chattel; moreover, they 

serve to conflate blackness with criminality. 1 will elucidate the criminalization of 

black slaves through a comparison of runaway slave notices to those for escaped 

white criminals, with specific emphasis on the deployment of identifiers that mark 

the racialized body. 

ln chapter one, 1 analyze the spatial organization of The Montreal Gazette, 

with respect to the evaluation of newsworthiness and placement of slave ads in the 

classified section. 1 also examine the formaI characteristics of classified 

advertisements generally, and conduct a comparative analysis of different types of 

c1assified ads. In chapter two, 1 c10sely analyze the ads of sale of four slaves, 

three men and one woman. Through my searches of Gazette microfilm, 1 located 

few ads for the sale of female slaves, and no notices solely for fugitive women. 

This is not to suggest that no female slaves escaped; su ch a claim would be 

7 ln an effort to be clear and avoid redundancy, 1 am drawing a distinction between ads, as relating 
to commerce, and notices, as reIating to public dissemination of information. 
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unfounded, in part because 1 am conducting a close textual analysis of select ads 

rather than an exhaustive survey of aIl slave ads ever run in The Gazette. 

Moreover, sorne circumstances suggest that escape ads of female slaves 

were fairly rare. Firstly, there was a disproportionately small female population 

(Elgersman 1999; Winks 1997). Secondly, as Robin Winks points out, "[olne 

may presume that there were also many unsuccessful attempts at escape or short

termed flights that did not receive public notice." (1997: 15). So while The 

Gazette may be an imperfect resource for gathering historically accurate data 

conceming the numbers of slaves that escaped or were sold, it is nonetheless 

exceedingly useful in examining how slavery and blackness were portrayed in the 

public imagination. 1 take up this question of imagination in chapter three, where 

1 address the presentation of a concept of national belonging in runaway slave 

notices, with particular focus on the relationship between race and citizenship. 1 

also conduct a comparative analysis of slave ads in Montreal and the United 

States, and of differing Gazette portrayals of slave rebellion in French and British 

colonies in the Caribbean. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
ORIGINS OF THE GAZEITE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF FORM 

The atm of this project IS to examme representations of slavery and 

blackness in slave ads in The Montreal Gazette, but as Stuart Hall argues, "form is 

actually part of the content" (1984: 7). Consequently, an analysis of the content 

of the se ads would be remiss if it failed to examine the form of both the se ads and 

the newspaper itself. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a context for the 

analysis of the slave ads that form the body of this work, through an examination 

of the form of The Montreal Gazette, and the classified section in particular. 

This chapter serves three important functions indispensable to the 

examination of Gazette slave ads. Firstly, it details the history of The Montreal 

Gazette, including a discussion and analysis of its statement of intent. Secondly, 

it describes the formaI layout of the paper, and analyzes the significance of the 

placement of news pieces within its sections, with particular attention to issues of 

race, gender, and class in determining placement and coverage. And finally, it 

provides a more focused analysis of the Gazette classified section itself, including 

a comparison of different types of classified ads and discussion of questions of 

agency and access to resources of (self-)representation. 

Classified ads have long been a sorely neglected site of analysis. In a 

1977 article, "Classified Advertising: A Neglected Medium", E.S. Lorimor 

lamented the lack of attention paid to the medium of classified advertising within 

academia. She maintains, "[t]he acadernic treatment of classified advertising is 

incredibly cavalier ... the most lengthy treatment of classified advertising covers 
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about two pages; many of the books covered fail to li st it in the index, and sorne 

make no mention of it at aIl" (19). 

In the nearly thirty years since her article was published, little has changed. 

The same argument can still be made today. Relatively little attention is paid to 

classified advertisements, and as yet there has been no comprehensive study of 

their formaI aspects. The few analyses that do exist generaIly focus on histories 

of personal ads and representations of the self in dating ads (English and Stephens 

2004; Smith and Stillman 2002; Harris 2001; Coupland 2000) or tend toward 

quantitative analyses of either the types of commodities being advertised 

(Liebermann 1986) or the respective merits of online versus print-based classified 

advertising (Gardyn 2000). However, there is little discussion of issues of power, 

access, and race in classified advertising. 

Similarly, while there are excellent analyses of both the power dynamics 

that exist within news organizations and the conventions and formaI aspects of 

news presentation (Barnhurst and Nerone 200 1; Nerone 1995; Fishman 1980; 

Tuchman 1978), most analyses do not address classified advertising specifically, 

let alone the issue of slavery in classified advertising (though admittedly, this is 

not their project). There are a number of analyses of runaway slave notices and 

ads of slaves for sale, but these deal primarily with the United States (Costa 2003; 

Hodges and Brown 1994; Parker 1994; Meaders 1993; Smith and Wojtowicz 

1989). Still others focus only on the pedagogical value of slave advertisements 

(Mason and Korman 2003; Desrochers 2002). 

There are few sources that explore slave ads in Canada, and specifically in 

The Montreal Gazette (Mackey F 2004; Elgersman 1999; Winks 1997), and those 
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that do generally use them as part of larger projects of historical compilation or 

recuperation of slave identities. So there is little which provides a model for 

analysis of the formaI aspects of classified advertising, particularly as most 

analyses of advertising tend to focus on more contemporary and corporate 

advertising forms. As Lorimor maintains, although it "is usually less criticized 

than advertising generally ... classified advertising is largely regarded with 

condescension by the trade and ignored by academia" (17). 

1 would argue that this is because classified ads are seen as neutral and 

even dull sites that would yield little of interest under analysis. This seems to be 

borne out by the fact that there is little apparent academic interest in classified ads, 

and what interest there is focuses mainly on issues of (self-)representation in 

personal ads, ignoring other types and aspects of classified advertising. As Stuart 

Hall argues "over certain periods, certain genres acquire [a] naturalistic reality 

illusion" (1984: 11). He goes on to argue that "in any society, we aIl constantly 

make use of a whole set of frameworks of interpretation and understanding, often 

in a very practical unconscious way" (1984: 7). Part of my purpose here is to 

reveal the constructivity of these seerningly 'natural' - and therefore 'neutral' -

formal aspects of these ads. 1 intend to reveal their 'naturalness' as illusory and to 

examine the sort of frameworks Hall refers to. 
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History of The Gazette and the "Beginnings of Advertising" 

Advertising in general and newspaper advertising in particular has 

certainly come a long way since the Gazette was founded; however, "[c]lassified 

advertising in its present form was generally well-established by 1860" (Lorimor: 

18). Advertisements in The Montreal Gazette began as small text notices in the 

classified section of the paper, much as they are today. As 1 have already 

discussed, while the broad fields of "advertising" and "news" have received a 

good deal of scholarly attention, classified ads themselves have been notably 

undertheorized. The purpose of this section of my thesis is to think about the role 

of form in shaping representation, with special emphasis on the classified section. 

In terms of form, what do we think of when we consider classified ads? 1 

would argue that one of the most important formaI characteristics of classified ads 

is their reductive limitation to basic and supposedly factual language used to 

describe objects and services, which clearly springs from the desire to minimize 

the cost of placing the ad. But what happens when a person is advertised in the 

classified section? What is the consequence of positioning a human being within 

a textually-constrained space of consumption? If as Hall insists, form is part of 

content, how does the narrative form of the classified ad shape its content? And 

how do the identities and relative social positions of the person(s) both placing the 

ad and being advertised influence representation? 

Such an example of textually-constrained representation appeared in The 

Gazette on December 28, 1795 when the paper ran a classified reading "FOR 

SALE: A Young healthy Negro Wench between 12 and 13 years of age, lately 
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from Upper Canada, where she was brought up." (Figure 1) As far as references 

to slavery go, this is standard. Slaves are represented almost exclusively in the 

classified section. However, it is not only the fact that slavery existed that is 

ultimately disturbing, but also the coldness and discursive dismissiveness invoked 

when a human being is described using such alienating and objectifying language 

as "Young healthy Negro Wench". This commodification of human subjects has 

a long legacy in The Gazette. In fact, it was one of the comerstones on which the 

paper was built. Despite its founder's assertion of altruism, the 'public service' he 

rendered contributed directly to the buying, selling, capturing, and punishing of 

slaves. However, it is true that this service was indeed useful to a miniscule 

segment of slave-owning elites and was 'legitimate' insofar as slavery was legal. 

Fleury Mesplet (1734-1794) founded The French weekly newspaper La 

Gazette du Commerce et Litéraire in June 1778.8 Seven years later, it became the 

bilingual Montreal Gazette. In his August 1785 "PROPOS AL For the 

Establishment of a new Gazette English and French, under the Title of the 

MONTREAL GAZETTE', Mesplet wrote "THERE is scarce a Dominion in 

Europe that has not il's (sic)9 Gazette. Why should not this extensive Country 

have il' s own[?]" (Figure 2). He goes on to appeal, 

It must be allowed from the extent of the Enterprise, it may be taxed with 
rashness, for who would not tremble the moment he is to appear before the 
Public, a judge al ways formidable: therefore 1 feel the necessity of 
imploring ifs Indulgence, and beg it to make allowance for the Purety of 
my Intentions, and the Endeavors 1 shall make to put it in Execution. 

8 The exact date appears differently in various sources; an August 1985 Gazette article on 
Mesplet's life insists he published the first issue on June 3, 1778, while in a short 1980 essay, 
"Following ... the Followers", Glen Allen maintains that the first issue "appeared on the streets" on 
June 5, 1778. Likely a lag between publication and initial distribution accounts for this disparity. 
9 AlI quotes from The Gazette (including punctuation and capitalization) have been carefully 
reproduced precisely as they appear, unless otherwise indicated. 
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Mesplet's 'pure intentions' in founding The Gazette, as stated in his 1785 

proposaI induded the provision of world and literary news in both English and 

French. He also vowed to uphold the ideals of journalistic integrity and public 

accessibility, stating "[i]n aH that shaH be inserted in this Gazette 1 shaH 

inviolably observe to Have the Sacred Image of Truth in view, and not faH into 

Licentiousness. 1 shaH endeavour to render the stile plain and correct. .. " 

The grand values of transparency and objectivity are espoused, while the 

mention of the profit-motive of advertising is completely absent. It may seem 

logical that su ch a proposaI laud the se higher virtues and ignore crass materialism. 

However, although advertising itself is not mentioned, an awareness of the bottom 

line is dearly always present, couched in the laissez-faire liberal rhetoric of praise 

for the high quality of the news commodity, and the virtues of a strong work-ethic 

and public participation through consumer sovereignty. It becomes apparent that 

Mesplet realizes that virtue doesn't pay the bills when he writes, 

If it is considered the Experience it requires for the Impression in both 
Languages, the Beauty of the Paper, and of the Character, the Exactness of 
the Correction which requires much more Attention in the Country where 
Orthography 10 is not yet weIl known, if 1 say, it is considered the 
Application the Enterprize requires of the Printer, the Public will be 
convinced that nothing has been neglected to render myself worthy of their 
favour, and that the Subscription [cost] is moderatell

. 

So while advertising is not explicitly mentioned, there IS a dear concern for 

financial viability, despite the grandiose daims to higher principles. In fact, the 

paper was originally founded in part with the express motive of advertising. 

10 "Correct or proper spelling; spelling according to accepted usage or convention" (Oxford 
English Dictionary Online at <http://dictionary.oed.com>, accessed on December 4,2004) 
Il The cost of the subscription was three Spanish Dollars per year. Spanish Dollars could be 
valued anywhere from 4 Shillings, 6 pence to 8 Shillings. Although 1 have been unable to 
determine the equivalent cost relative to income, it seems apparent from Mesplet's proposaI that 
this would have been considered quite expensive by sorne potential subscribers. 
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On August 25 1985, the paper ran "Beginnings of advertising in The 

Gazette", a retrospective article commemorating the two-hundredth anniversary of 

the printing of its first bilingual paper. The 1985 article reprinted Mesplet' s 

original 1778 statement of intent upon founding the paper. It included among its 

objectives "[t]he facility of giving notice to the public at any time of the sale of 

goods, of merchandise, moveables, houses, lands, beside the conveniency of 

advertising for lost effects, slaves deserted from their masters, the want of clerks 

or of servants, and many other things.,,12 The article then went on to reproduce a 

number of ads that appeared in early issues of The Gazette. However, although a 

wide range of advertisements - from dental services to notices of escaped 

prisoners - is reprinted, none of the ads mention escaped slaves or slaves for sale, 

and the issue is not addressed further. It is as though the inclusion of slave trading 

with advertisements for paid clerks or the sale of land is simply value-neutral, 

even in 1985, long after the demise of slavery in 1834. 

The attribution of altruism and neutrality to the motive of slave 

advertisements is unsurprising in 1778 when slave-ownership was seen as an 

unassailable right for the wealthy few who could afford to do so. However, it is 

incongruous so long after the official practice of slavery has fallen into 

disrepute.13 Why is it that the mention of escaped slaves is still able to pass as 

neutral in the twentieth century? Perhaps a part of the seeming neutrality of these 

advertisements is their placement and fOfffi. 

12 Figure 2. Although it is not expressly stated in the 1985 article, this was most certainly 
translated from original French, as The Gazette did not include English unti11785. 
13 1 say "official" slavery, because the use of prison labour in the US and Canada and offshore 
labour by North American companies elsewhere in the world constitute exploitative labour 
practices which closely mirror slavery in substance, ifpresumably not in ideology. 
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Spatial Dimensions of Newsworthiness: Layout & Placement in The 
Gazette 

Before 1 go on to discuss classified ads specifically, 1 would like to 

analyze the greater layout of The Gazette within which the classified section is 

found. Unlike Royal Ordinances and news of war abroad, classified ads do not 

appear in a pro minent position in the paper but are instead relegated to the latter 

pages. Like the perceived importance of the news commodity itself, the 

importance of the people represented is directly proportional to their proxirnity to 

the front of the paper. 1 will illustrate this by presenting a July 13, 1796 issue of 

The Gazette. In this typical issue, news moves from the more 'important' and 

geographically distant to the more local and presumably banal. Front-page news 

generally concems Europe, and this issue of The Gazette is no exception. 

The front page features an April 20th article from London conceming 

speculations of impending military conflict between Russia and the Turkish 

Empire. The article is fairly long and detailed, taking up the majority of the page. 

It features few stylistic textual devices such as centering and special type-

subheadings are capitalized, but none of the body text is made to stand out. A 

background context for the conflict is laid out and the CUITent political climate is 

narrativized: "The march of Russian troops to the Ottoman frontiers, has long 

announced an approaching rupture between Russia and the Port. It is expected 

that hostilities will soon break out." The second page article concems the April 

Ith sitting of the "COUNCIL OF FIVE HUNDRED" in France, in which selected 

excerpts are reproduced in paragraph form. The names of the speakers are 
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indented and capitalized and a clear effort is made to capture the dramatic mood 

of the council' s debate: 

The PRESIDENT put on his hat. This signal of public danger calmed them 
for a moment; but it gave way to more violent agitation at the sight of 
Jourdan in the Tribune. He implored as a favour to be heard, but he could 
not obtain it, and descended the tribune with visible despair and agony. He 
raised his hands to heaven with the most expressive energy, and exclaimed 

You are striving to excite a Civil War! 

As will be seen, su ch use of special formatting and print style is prevalent in the 

classified section, though such narrative storytelling is exceedingly rare. 

News from the Hague from March 26 begins at the end of the page and 

continues on to page three, where shorter and articles from Frankfort (March 24th
) 

and Milan (March 14th
) appear, before shifting to national news of June lOth from 

the "PROVINCE OF LOWER CANADA". The transition from international to 

national news illustrates how, in terms of placement, the perceived importance of 

featured personalities and locales is privileged over currency and immediacy. 

International news appears in reverse chronological order; however, national news 

is excluded from this section regardless of its currency. 

Despite the fact that local events generally had far more impact on most 

people's daily lives-not to mention that national news is over a month and a haIf 

more recent-the ostensible importance of imperial figures still outweighs that of 

10caIleaders. 14 Because it had to be brought by mail delivery on merchant ships, 

news took a long time to arrive from Europe, so excitement over its long-awaited 

arrivai is understandable. However, 1 suspect that something more is going on 

14 1 am not denying here that certain international news, such as sorne Royal Ordinances, would 
have had very real impact; however, the vast majority seems more important solely as a source of 
information than anything with direct material consequences. And while it is arguable that 
newspapers are an important site of civic participation, as Nerone and Barnhurst point out, the 
press was vested with this role at a time when it was incapable of living up to it (2001: 1). 
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here. 1 believe at least part of the reason that international news is prized so 

highly is to create and maintain a sense of cosmopolitanism. This theory is 

reinforced by Meplet' s insistence that Montreal should have a Gazette as 

"THE RE is scarce a Dominion in Europe" that lacks one. Although people in 

Montreallived nowhere near Europe, they clearly held fast to imperial allegiances 

and wished to feel involved in the dramatic goings on across the Atlantic. 

This is not to say, however, that there is not still a very clear social 

hierarchy at the local level. In fact, although local happenings are undervalued 

with respect to placement, from a narrative standpoint the social asymmetries are 

sometimes far more pronounced as a result of the more immediate mechanisms of 

self-interest. The most prominent provincial news section features a letter of 

address, apparently from a group identifying themselves as "The MECHANICS 

of the City and Town of Montreal", put forth to Montreal's representatives in 

Parliament. 15 The letter is virtually overflowing with effusive words of praise for 

the work of the elected representatives, who are "great, meritorious, and 

unremiting" and serve as a "glorious example of disinterested conduct". Most 

glowing of aIl is its flowery conclusion, 

Accept then Gentleman, of our sincere and hearty thanks; while we beg 
leave to assure you, that the sentiments of esteem for your Persons and 
Virtues; are indelibly stampt on our minds, as will (till memory fails) look 
back with pleasure, and reflect with an honest pride; that we by our VOTES, 
gave to the first Parliament of Canada; sorne of its brightest Ornaments. 

Though it is unclear precisely what the mechanics are proposing, it seems their 

letter did not elicit the desired outcome, as the undated response from the 

15 One of whom was The Honourable James McGill Esquire, a prominent Montrealer, the founder 
of Mc Gill University, and also incidentally, a slave owner (Collard, Edgar Andrew. "Negro 
Slavery in Montreal". Montreal Gazette. August 13, 1945.). 
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representatives-"your most obedient and very humble servants"-continues on 

to the following page replying, "[p]laced in a situation to us new and arduous, we 

cannot but regret that our abilities were not equal to our inclinations ... " 

The end of this article marks another transition to the increasingly local. 

Here two more short political affairs pieces merge seamlessly with business 

announcements, an offer of employment, and notices of sales and services offered 

to the public. It is impossible to tell where one section ends and the next begins. 

The only formai distinction that might suggest a section change is the appearance 

of a large, bold, capitalized first letter at the start of the paragraph. However, this 

also appears in the representatives' letter of reply, further complicating the task of 

discerning the point of transition. Moreover, it is certainly probable that what 

looks like local news actually marks the start of the paid announcements, though 

this has no observable effect on the overall deference to international news. 
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"stile plain and correct"? Debunking the My th of the Neutrality 

Now that 1 have worked through the layout of the paper and arrived at its 

final section, the classified ads, 1 wish to explore the significance of classified 

advertisements, with specific attention to how form functions to obfuscate social 

asymmetry. Whereas longer articles can appear obviously biased or contentious, 

it seems there is something about the form of the classified section that allows its 

content to appear free of value judgments, and instead simply in keeping with 

such efforts as Mesplet' s "endeavour to render the stile plain and correct". 1 have 

identified three formaI characteristics of classified ads that allow them to pose as 

neutral. The most significant elements are their use of minimal language and the 

virtual absence of narrative, their banality and presumed accessibility, and the fact 

that the y generally concern the representation of inanimate objects. 

Because the cost of placing a classified ad is generally assessed on the 

basis of word count, 16 classified ads tend to be very concise, often containing 

abbreviations. Unlike other newspaper content, much of which strives to create a 

sense of excitement, urgency, and drama, classified ads generally eschew the use 

of narrative devices, aiming instead to be dryly prosaic. Although efforts may be 

made to keep the cost of placing an ad low, classified ads are generally thought to 

be affordable and therefore accessible to most people. This not only relegates 

16 Il is uncIear whether this is how the cost of Gazette ads was assessed. Mesplet's original 
proposallists the cost of placing an ad as one to two Spanish dollars, depending on the number of 
insertions (Figure Il). But no specifies regarding wordcount or the use of special typesets are 
incIuded. However it seems unlikely that a plain short ad would cost the same priee as a longer or 
fancier one, so 1 would speculate that costs for specifical ads varied and were decided upon by 
printer and subscriber on the basis of length and style. 
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them to the realm of the mundane but also glves them a false appearance of 

transparency. 

The ads' air of banality and neutrality is heightened by the fact that the y 

are generally thought to exist for the purpose of representing inanimate objects, so 

are therefore rarely contentious. Certainly this is often true; classified ads 

function as a forum for popular commerce, and man y people are likely to spend 

their time and money placing a classified ad only when they hope to make money 

by selling, or save money by buying something used. But although certain formaI 

characteristics of classified ads might allow them to appear neutral, they are just 

as much cultural products as are books, movies, and news itself. Similarly, they 

are just as far from being neutral. 

1 hope to derail erroneous conceptions of classified ads by analyzing how 

their seeming banality is largely illusory, and proving that their minimal language 

actually speaks volumes. Contrary to popular conception, classified ads are not 

only concemed with things. The presence of slaves, though considered "things" 

in the legal sense of being property, certainly contests the supposed neutrality of 

the ads. There is a strong human presence in the classified section of The 

Gazette - aIl sorts of services, social activities, and general notices contain 

references to the people of Montreal. However, not aIl people are represented 

equally. Those with access to the means to represent themselves choose to 

portray themselves very differently from the way those lacking such means are 

represented. 

The Gazette issue of December 28, 1795 pro vides a fitting illustration of 

the sharp contrast between representations of people from disparate social classes. 
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The slave ad 1 refer to on page two appears in this issue, directly below an 

advertisement for a lecture to be given on the subject of geography and the solar 

system. The lecture ad, which is made to stand out even more than sorne front-

page articles through its use of through tex tuaI devices, reads 

On Wednesday, the 30th instant, will be delivered, by 
J.D. SKETCHLEY, 

At his House No. 5. St. Peter Street, near the Recollet Church; 
A Clear and Comprehensive Lecture on 

GEOGRAPHY AND THE SOLAR SYSTEM. 
With such PARTS of ASTRONOMY and NATURALPHILOSOPHY. 

As are necessary to e1ucidate the same: 
AMONO a variety of other subjects, will be explained the Figure and 
motion of the Earth cause of Eclipses, Rain, Hail, Snow, Thunder, 
Lightning, Winds, Hurricanes, Earthquakes, Tides, Seasons of the Year, 
length of Days and Nights, Twilight, Changes of the Moon, Latitude and 
Longitude, True and apparent Heavenly Bodies; Nature, distance and 
situation of the Planets and many of the fixed Stars, with various and other 
curious and entertaining Phenomena of the Heavenly Bodies. 

Admittance, 2t. 6d. each. 
To begin at precisely half past SIX o'Clock. 

TICKETS may be had at Mr. Sullivan's, Mr. Dillon's Mr. Cushing's Mr. 
McAdam's. Mr. Sketchley's Quebec Suburbs, and of J.D. Sketchley St. 

Peter Street. 17 

This ad is followed directly by an ad of a slave for sale, reading "FOR SALE: A 

Young healthy Negro Wench between 12 and 13 years of age, lately from Upper 

Canada, where she was brought up.-Enquire of ----RE [illegible] & PRIOR" 

Before 1 delve into an analysis of these two ads, 1 should note here that 

while the slave ad is typical, Sketchley's ad is not the norm. It is incontestable 

that ads placed by merchants and other wealthy entrepreneurs are far longer than 

ads conceming slaves, but even among the former, Sketchley's ad is exceptional, 

providing a level of detail rarely seen. His lecture ad is however very useful as a 

17 Figure 12. Although it may not adhere to academic form, 1 have tried to reproduce this ad as 
c10sely as possible to how it appears in The Gazette, as 1 will be discussing typographical 
presentation in addition to content. 
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juxtaposition of this disparity at its most extreme, particularly because of its 

proximity to the ad for the slave. 

Most non-commercial ads were generally quite short, reinforcing the 

persistence of their brief form and also their appearance of accessibility (in terms 

of both brevity and moderate cost). The fact that even those who do not own the 

means of production can paya relatively small sum to make their voices heard 

suggests a degree of popular accessibility. But as a forum, the classified section is 

also fundamentally undemocratic in that it promotes a generality and brevity of 

advertisements which, even in the case of human commodities, makes it appear 

wholly uncontentious. It is to be expected that there are not slews of detail about 

slaves, as every additional word costs money. However, this very dearth of words 

speaks volumes. 

In the context of colonial Canada, the saturation of classified ads with 

minimal language is clear textual evidence of their inaccessibility; those who can 

afford to represent themselves favourably do. Conversely, when the prevalent 

form of popular cultural production is a newspaper requiring literacy, a significant 

investment of capital, and an advanced level typesetting of expertise, those who 

are marginalized socially and economically lack the cultural capital, material 

means, and technical skill to participate in their own seIf-representation. 18 The 

juxtaposition of these two advertisements demonstrates that although the tendency 

towards brevity is a formaI characteristic of classified ads, members of the ruling 

18 That is not to say that slaves were outside the realm of cultural production. Naturally, literate 
slaves participated in the creation of narratives, poetry and other cultural production. However, 
the institution of the press was generally inaccessible to them. 
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class were not equally subject to the financial constraints that imposed adherence 

to this form. 

Sketchley' s ad illustrates that those who could afford to exhaustively li st 

their virtues did. Conversely, the only obvious information provided about the 

slave is her age, race, and where she was raised. There is not even a mention of 

her country of origin, let alone relevant details to prospective owners, su ch as 

what languages she speaks and what duties she can perform. Although potential 

owners would likely expect the slave to be a competent housekeeper, there is no 

mention whatsoever of her abilities. It is telling that Sketchley pro vides a 

staggering level of detail on subjects covered by his lecture-capitalizing words 

like "Rain" and "Hail"-while the slave is not even named, let al one given a full 

li ne devoted to printing her name in large, centered, upper-case text. 

The access to resources and perceived (self-)importance of individuals 

placing classified ads plays a huge role in shaping the final form of the printed ads. 

However, 1 wish to avoid positing this factor as the overdetermining reason for 

the disparity. The inability of slaves to participate in their own representation 

only accounts for part of why they are presented in such a cursory manner. 1 

introduced this juxtaposition to illustrate how social asymmetry is textually 

(re)produced in The Gazette. However, it must not be forgotten that slave owners 

were themselves extremely wealthy and could certainly have afforded to place 

more detailed descriptions of their slaves had they been so inclined. 

The fact that they felt no su ch inclination is significant. There are two 

highly probable reasons for this. The first and most obvious is the fact that slaves 

were not seen in the same way as wealthy, well-educated Europeans such as 
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Sketchley-that is, as rational, capable, autonomous individu aIs meriting respect. 

Slaves were not only legally defined as property, but a far wider ideological and 

discursive paradigm supported this conception. Blacks were seen as unintelligent 

and infantile-vastly inferior to their European counterparts. The polygenist 

school of pseudoscientific thought even maintained that blacks and whites were 

different species (Dain 2002; Ernst and Harris 1999). Establishing and 

perpetuating colonial institutions like slavery required Europeans to conceive of 

non-white races as less fully-human than themselves; how else could su ch iniquity 

be reconciled with an ostensibly virtuous Christian morality? 

It was not only the perceived inferiority of blacks that resulted in the lack 

of detail in slave representations. The second factor responsible for this 

phenomenon is the ubiquitous profit motive. Whereas J.D. Sketchley charges 

admission for every person attending his lecture, a slave is onl y one piece of 

property, albeit a valu able one. It makes sense for Sketchley to go to great lengths 

to sell the commodity of his reputation and expertise. But from a financial 

standpoint, there is no reason a slave should merit a higher word count than any 

other cornrnodity. Since there was no forrn of organized gang labour around cash 

crops like cotton or sugar in Canada, slaves yielded little potential for financial 

returns. Though sorne indigenous slaves were used as farrn labourers or dock 

workers, black slaves in Canada were used primarily as domestic servants, so the 

motive of ownership was more one of status than profit (Winks, 1997). If placing 

a slave ad was seen as an investment with limited returns, only the level of detail 

required to secure a buyer was necessary. This is further borne out by the slave 

ads which will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
"A STOUT HEALTHY NEGRO MAN" - THE DISCURSIVE 

CONSTRUCTION OF SU VERY 

The purpose of this section is to provide a more comprehensive analysis of 

the ads of slaves for sale than that conducted in the previous section. In the first 

part of this chapter, 1 will present ads for the sale of slaves which 1 analyze 

through a Marxist framework of use value. Here, 1 explore how the black body is 

commodified, through descriptors of physicality, strength, and ability. 1 will 

similarly address the representation of skin colour, through an examination of 

historical meanings of the terms "Negro" and "mulatto". This will include a 

discussion and analysis of the colonial myths embodied in the creation of meaning 

around these terms. In attempting to recuperate the historical context in which the 

slave ads circulated, 1 will examine these constructions, such as pseudoscientific 

racial hierarchies and Rousseau' s noble savage archetype, in order to reveal the 

mutually-constitutive nature of colonial discourse on race. In the second part of 

this chapter, 1 will compare runaway slave notices with those for escaped white 

criminals, in order to elucidate the importance of colonial conceptions of race in 

shaping how criminality is discursively constructed. 
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Complexion & Commodification of Slaves in Sale Ads 

The first ad reads "To be Sold: a stout healthy Negro man, about 28 years 

of age, is an excellent Cook" (Figure 3). Apparently, the man was not sold 

immediately, as the same ad ran the following week with the addition "and very 

fit for working on a Farm" tacked on to the end (Figure 4). This advertisement 

illustrates the manner in which black slaves are marked with value - utility is 

suggested through the description of visible physical characteristics. Perhaps 

most immediately noticeable is the fact that the slave is not named. 19 While the 

slave' s physical attributes are described, he is not vested with personhood. He is 

described in the same manner as livestock, simply in terms of use value. 

The word "stout" indicates strength and hardiness, textual evidence of his 

soundness as an investment. The slave's robust constitution is echoed in the 

adjective "healthy" and the description of his fitness for "working on a farm". His 

suitability as a servant, the most common use of black slaves (Winks 1997), is 

emphasized by the mention of his cooking ability. Aiso significant is the slave's 

age, 28 years old. To present-day readers, this wou Id suggest he is still within the 

prime years of his life. However, in the historical context, he is actually quite old. 

The average age of death for black slaves was 25.2 years old?O Evidently, this 

19 The practice of naming is extremely important, and 1 will explore it at greater length in my 
section on runaway slaves (where the names of escaped slaves are given) 
20 As Marcel Trudel notes, the average age for the indigenous Panis was even lower (Winks: 10). 
Panis slaves lived to an average of 17.7 years, due in large part to their lower resistance to 
smallpox, as weil as their more prevalent use as field labour. The figures for both blacks and 
indigenous peoples are markedly lower than the overall average death age of 39 for women and 38 
for men, as presented in a demographic analysis by the Canadian government: Borbeau, Robert, 
Jacques Légaré and Valérie Édmond. New Birth Cohort Life Tables for Canada and Quebec 1801-
1991. Ottawa: Statistics Canada. 1997. 26. Available electronically at: 
<http://www.statcan.caJenglish/research/91FOOI5MIE/91FOOI5MIE1997003.pdf> 
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unnamed slave is past his prime, and therefore a questionable investment - a fact 
"-:0: 

which the other adjectives attempt to obfuscate (but which would presumably 

have been a factor in the negotiation of his sale). 

Another identifier of great significance is the word "Negro". This term 

may simply be seen as a rather politically incorrect synonym for being of African 

ancestry. Yet in actuality, it embodies a series of complex associations. In 

recuperating the historical context in which the se advertisements circulated, it is 

useful to examine dictionaries of the era to mine the significance with which 

terms such as Negro are invoked in the ads. The Century Cyclopedia of Names 

(1889) has no entry for Negro alone, but defines "Negro race" as "[a] race of 

which the physical characteristics are a large and strong skeleton, long and thick 

skull, prognathic21 jaws, skin from dark brown to black, woolly hair, thick lips, 

and a broad and flattened nose." What is most remarkable about this definition is 

that the description is entirely visu al. "Negro" is not defined by social or cultural 

practices but entirely by (ascribed) visible physical characteristics. 

Moreover, this conception of appearance is not isolated, but polarized 

against European physiognomy, which is held to be the norm. 22 The visual 

description of black features - particularly the nose as "flattened" - holds 

European features as a racialized aesthetic ideal of which black features are a 

distortion. 'Negroid' features are not positioned simply as different, but rather as 

mangled reproductions of normative 'Caucasoid' features. Moreover, black traits 

21 protruding 
22 It is interesting to note that while there is an entry for "Negro race", there is no entry for "white 
race". This conspicuous seIectivity further iIIustrates the obvious positioning of whiteness as 
normative. 
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are presented as being distinctly animalistic in character. The description of the 

hair as "woolly" conjures up the image of sheep; more problematically, the 

description of the skull, jaw, and skeleton strongly suggests a resemblance to the 

ape. Eurocentric pseudoscience ensured that "the Negro's similarity to apes on 

the basis of the shape of his jaw was asserted, while the white man's similarity to 

apes on the basis of his thin lips was ignored" (Stepan 1990: 51). 

The trope of the black subject as ape-like was echoed in popular fiction 

and visual culture,23 as weIl as scientific discourse. Within the field of craniology, 

the size and shape of the skull took on paramount importance, as it encased the 

brain. Dimensions of the skull were thought be indicative of differences in the 

brain, so were believed "to correlate with equally presumed differences in 

intelligence and social behaviour" (Stepan 1990: 43). The ostensible physical 

proximity of blacks to animaIs was seen of evidence of a psychical conjoinment. 

This constructed intellectual and cultural inferiority was harnessed as justification 

for the subjugation of the "Negro race" under slavery, while "other aspects of 

reality and human experience that were incompatible with the metaphor tended 

not to be 'seen'" (Stepan 1990: 51). 

Such contradictions also abound in colonial conceptions of gender. This is 

illustrated in the ad for the sale of a female slave. The ad reads, "To be Sold: a 

Very Stout Negro Wench of about 25 years of age, she can Wash, Iron, Cook, and 

do any kind of House work" (Figure 5). As in the first ad, the slave's name is 

23 Linda Williams (2001:103-4) discusses how a black male character in Thomas Dixon's 
Clansmen is described as having a "receding forehead", "strong and angular jaws" and "an oblong, 
protruding stomach, resembling an elderly monkey's". He is also vested with distorted facial 
features, alternately described as "mashed", "bulged" and "crushed". Similarly, Uncle Tom is 
portrayed as an ape (66-7). 
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conspicuously absent. This is the norm; it is a slave's ability and physical 

condition, not her personhood or individuality, which confers value. Nevertheless, 

it seems particularly incongruous in this ad of sale. The capitalization of various 

nouns, verbs and adjectives creates a striking juxtaposition against this lack. 

The absence of defining characteristics of individual personality IS a 

phenomenon which will be explared at length in the comparison between notices 

for fugitive slaves and white criminals. Rather than any sense of character, what 

is evoked through the description is a picture of physical health. The ward "stout" 

is again present, perhaps invoked in an effort to compensate for the slave' sage. 

This woman is presumably older than is desirable for a slave; 24 however, the 

mention that she is "very stout" suggests that what she lacks in youth she 

ostensibly makes up for in sheer robustness. Perhaps she also makes up for youth 

with experience; we can assume she has already worked for a number of years as 

a domestic servant. Like the first slave, she is described as a "Negro", indicative 

of the darkness of her complexion. 

But most notable is the use of the term "wench". In order to excavate the 

historical meaning, 1 again tum to the Century Cyclopedia (1889). Definitions of 

the term include, in arder of appearance, "A female child; a girl; a maid ar 

damsel", "A girl or young woman of a humble order or class", "A lewd or 

immodest woman; a mistress; a concubine; a strumpet" and "a colored woman of 

any age; a negress or mulatress, especially one in service". These problematic 

definitions clearly illustrate the primacy of the visual. Distinctions in age, class, 

24 Particularly as her best childbearing years were likely behind her. As Franklin and Schweninger 
explain in Runaway Slaves: Rebels on the Plantation (1999), female slaves "had often begun to 
raise families by their late teens and early twenties" (212). 
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even behaviour, are aIl subsidiary to that difference which is most observable: 

race. Evident in the first two definitions, the fact that only a young or unmarried 

woman of European des cent is generally referred to as a wench, while the term is 

applied to a black woman of any age, illustrates the conflation of blackness with 

an inherently child-like disposition. The Noble Savage myth places blacks doser 

to nature, codifying 'Negroes' as socially-delayed and more innocent, lacking the 

shame and mode st y of Europeans, just as children were seen to lack the shame 

and 'decency' of adults. 

This facilitates what Nancy Ordover calls an "alibi of altruism" on the part 

of white male patriarchy. Because the liberal tradition relies on rationality as the 

comerstone of its dictates, "the irrational, those deemed incapable of acting on 

their own best interests ... (induding women, youth, the poor, the colonized, the 

enslaved), may be acted on for their own good" (2003: 128). Generally used only 

to address young whites, the application of the term "wench" to black adult 

women is indicative of the linguistic embeddedness of a patriarchal, patemalistic 

ideology. This naming is symptomatic of a larger phenomenon of social practice 

in which black subjects are routinely stripped of autonomy through discursive 

construction. Later emasculatory references to black adult males as "boy" (and 

women as "girl") are emblematic of the same racist socio-econornic and political 

hierarchies in language as those implicit in the definitions of "wench". 

The last two definitions illustrate the conflation of blackness, and more 

specifically black womanhood, with hypersexuality. It is telling that the same 

term connotes "[a] lewd or immodest [European] woman" and "a colored woman 
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of any age". While a white woman25 must engage in specifie behaviours to earn 

the label "wench", the black female is assumed to be lascivious and promiscuous 

by default. The tropical heat of Africa and the Caribbean was commonly thought 

to result in overdeveloped sexuality (Dain 2002; Guy-Shetfall 2002). "Black 

women came to be seen as h ypersexu al , so lustful that sexual intercourse with 

them was always voluntary, never coerced. The black woman could not be 

raped." (Dain 2002: 235) 

This mythologized sexual appetite ostensibly extended even beyond 

human relationships. Black women were believed so promiscuous that they even 

engaged in sexual acts with apes. Through the construction of this imagined 

bestial union, "Europeans marked this group of women as lewd, lascivious, and 

savage-the antithesis of virtuous, European women" (Guy-Shetfall 2002: 21)26. 

While the white woman was enshrined in a position of sanctity, "[t]he notion of 

woman as saint or virtuous lady in the minds of white men could not have applied 

to Black women ... given the need to justify slavery." (Guy-Shetfall 2002: 23) 

The structural significance of the institution of slavery underlies every 

assertion embodied in the deployment of the term "wench". The qualifier 

"especially one in service" is extremely significant. A black woman's condition 

of servitude renders her especially wench-like. The fact that the master-slave 

25 Though race is not stated, it is a given that 'woman' without racial qualifiers is necessarily white, 
as race is explicitly mentioned when referring to non-white women. Just as there is no dictionary 
entry for "white race", European descent assumed to be is the norm. 
26 Though it should be noted that, as Lisa Lindquist Dorr argues, both class and perceived 
character of white women-the latter being judged by women' s level of adherence to puritanical 
standards of sexual propriety--can act as a mitigating factor in the outcome of rape cases-and 
concurrently the extension of white men's protection-on the basis of perceived worthiness (2004). 
An ideal of pure white womanhood assumes respectability, both through good social standing and 
an apparent chastity, which is why white woman can also be "wenches", though not by default 
through sheer virtue of their skin colour as with women of colour. 
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power relationship might render a female slave incapable of refusing her mas ter' s 

sexual advances is entirely ignored. It is paradoxical that the animalistic and 

irrational female slave is considered so different from Europeans as to be outside 

their ostensibly universal conception of civilliberties, yet is held to their stringent 

moral code. The black female slave, normally legally disenfranchised and 

institutionally disempowered, is here suddenly vested with great agency. Despite 

the fact that a white master legally owns the body of the enslaved female, and 

despite the fact that the black woman is apparently both irrational and childlike in 

nature, it is somehow she, not her master, who is held morally responsible for acts 

of sexual congress which transpire between them. 27 

That such acts did in fact transpire is apparent through evidence of 

'miscegenation'. This is illustrated in the next two ads, which are also extremely 

helpful in comparing different representations of black slave utility. The first ad 

for "a Mulatto Boy sixteen years old, capable of Cooking and doing aIl kind of 

House Work" illustrates the same emphasis on knowledge of duties seen in the 

previous ad, yet makes no mention of physical attributes (Figure 6). 28 Perhaps 

the slave's youth renders the discussion of his health redundant. He is in his 

27 1 use this term loosely because under so coercive a system as slavery it is likely that a number of 
the sexual acts between black women and white men actually constituted rape rather than 
consensual sex, particularly under plantation systems. Patricia Hill Collins insightfully explores 
these issues at the intersection of race, power and sexuality in her presentation of the "Jezebel" 
archetype of black womanhood. Collins explains that function of the archetype under slavery was 
to "relegate ail Black women to the category of sexually aggressive women, thus providing a 
powerful rationale for the widespread sexual assaults by white men typically reported by Black 
slave women" (1990:77; citing Davis 1981; Hooks 1981; D. White 1985). 
28 This is perhaps the best of ail the ads for exemplifying the codification of black slave as chatte!. 
This is not due to any peculiarity of the ad itself but to its placement within the page. On the same 
page is an advertisement for a ladies saddle-horse, which presents details about the horse in the 
same fashion the young slave is described. Additionally, the ad for the horse is nearly the same 
length and provides roughly the same level of description, emphasizing how the black body is 
codified in a similar manner to livestock or consumer goods. 
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prime, so it would likely be assumed that he is youthfully vibrant and energetic 

(which requires less textual emphasis than a daim of mature stoutness). 

The second ad is also less explicit in its description of health, but makes 

no mention of the slave's skill set. The ad, "To be Sold by Private Sale: A 

Mulatto, of about 24 Years old, just arrived from Detroit; has had the Small Pox, 

speaks good English and French" does not specifically mention physical condition. 

However, the fact that the slave survived a smallpox infection certainly speaks to 

his resilience. Readers can infer that he is unlikely to contract smallpox again, 

and therefore unlikely to die or get seriously ill as a result of contact with the 

virus. Aiso highly significant is the fact that he is bilingual, and therefore of use 

to either an English or French mas ter, though more French th an English owned 

domestic slaves?9 

The word "mulatto", derived from the word "mule", is defined as "[oJne 

who is the offspring of parents of whom one is white and the other a negro." 

(Cyclopedia 1889) The definition elaborates, "[tJhe mulatto is of a yellow colour, 

with frizzled or woolly hair, and resembles the European more than the African." 

It is extremely interesting that while an interracial union between white and black 

parents can produce children with a variety of physical traits,30 a more European 

likeness is ascribed. Yet despite ostensibly exhibiting Caucasian features in 

greater measure, mulattos are dearly distinct from whites. This is particularly 

true in the eyes of the law, since mulattos could be legally enslaved. Sirnilarly, 

29 Marcel Trudel traced a total of 1509 slave owners, only 181 ofwhom were English (Winks:lO). 
30 That is not even to speak of the diversity within the group "African", here deployed as a 
totalizing unity. 
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mulattos are grouped not with European women but".With "negress" In the 

definition of "wench". 

The positioning of mulattos closer to whites illustrates the contradictory 

rhetoric around miscegenation. This definition is perhaps an attempt to laud the 

superior potency of European blood. There is evidence of this stream of thought, 

such as the statement that "not more than a single drop of the Missouri River had 

been added to the greatness of the St. Lawrence" through the 'mixing' of French

Canadian blood with that of 'Negroes' or 'panis' (Winks 1997: Il). However, the 

discussion of miscegenation generally centered around a fear of 'race degeneracy' , 

of white blood being 'weakened' or 'tainted' by that of other races. 

This mort al terror of race pollution suggests paradoxically that 'Negro' 

blood was very potent - so powerful a small amount could render its recipient 

black. Rhetoric of taintedness heightened this fear by positioning racialized blood, 

not as white blood - pote nt in its purity - but strong in its very degenerateness. It 

was maintained that "interracial unions resulted in progeny that were weak, with 

attenuated lifespans. Mentally and morally, these children could not measure up 

to either 'parent race' and were frequently infertile." (Ordover 2002: 38) Claims 

of infertility were justified by eugenics proponents' belief that as different species 

blacks and whites were biologically incompatible (Dain 2002; Waltraud and 

Harris 1999). This mythologized mulatto barrenness contradicts racial purists' 

fear of the genetic infiltration of blacks "passing" as whites, and highlights the 

ludicrous nature of their contradictory assertions. Yet the lack of logical basis had 

little effect on their power. However asinine, these representations were 

discursively branded on the black body, with serious material consequences. 
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Comparison of Runaway Slave & Escaped White Criminal Notices 

Consequences of the codification of the black body carried over to ads of 

runaway slaves, where su ch representations were further compounded by the 

associations conjured up by the perceived dishonesty and immorality of slaves 

who fled their masters. Many of these associations were mutually-constitutive 

with those 1 discuss in the previous section, but fugitive notices added the 

additional connotations of treacherous and criminal. As one Georgia overseer, 

galled over the escape of 138 slaves, lamented in a letter to their master, "1 can 

never git over the Baseness of your ungrateful Negroes ... to treat Negroes with 

humanity is like giving Pearls to Swine, it is throwing away value and giting 

insult and ingratitude in retuffi." (Franklin and Schweninger 1999: 29) The 

perception of escaped slaves underscored their representation as chattel and 

animalistic; in fact, fugitive slaves were often literally "hunted down like dogs".3! 

Moreover, it served to cement an association between blackness and criminality. 

The purpose of this section is to explore the criminalization of the black slave 

body, through a comparison with notices for the capture of escaped white 

criminals. 

By contrasting notices requesting the capture of escaped black slaves and 

criminals (the two are essentially merged in this instance) and white fugitives, it 

becomes clear that blackness is conflated with criminality. Through textual 

representation, the black body becomes visually marked with a series of 

associations to illegality. As with ads of sale, minimal information is glVen, 

31 Particularly in the American South. Whereas in Montreal there were fewer slaves, in many V.S. 
states there was a significant political economy around the hunting and capture of escaped slaves. 
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though many contentious assumptions are implicitly embedded in seemingly 

straightforward texts. In both types of texts, what is absent is as significant as 

what is observably present. What is different in runaway slave notices is the 

importance of recognition. Because of their function, fugitive ads must attempt to 

textually create a recognizable picture of the runaway slave. But despite the 

significance of their role, the se notices pro vide very little detail. One might 

assume that this is the norm for any text with this intent, which is why a 

comparison to the notices of escaped white criminals is useful. The contrast 

between the notices for black and white escapees illustrates that minimal 

description is not in fact the norm. 

Perhaps the best ad for illustrating the comparison is one for an escaped 

black crirninal. It is significant that this man is actually charged with a crime, and 

that it is unclear whether he is a slave. Rather than weakening its value for the 

purpose of comparison, this actually strengthens it, as it pro vides a more direct 

parallel to notices of escaped white criminals. Unlike with clear notices of slaves, 

the only apparent difference is race, not necessarily civil status. The notice reads 

as foIlows, "Broke Goal and escaped on Sunday the 18th instant. .. William 

Spencer, a Negro, charged with petty larceny; he is about five feet and six inches 

high, weIl made and wore a short blue Jacket, and red waistcoat, black breeches, a 

round hat and generally a wig." (Figure 7) 32 This is a far cry from the level of the 

detail included in the description of escaped white crirninals, as will be shown at 

length. 

32 It should be noted here that "Goal" is seen in context and was the cornmon speIIing of "jail" at 
the time. 
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Even the most detailed fugitive slave notice reveals little that would allow 

for identification. The most detailed account is of "A NEGRO MAN SLAVE 

named JOE, born in Africa, twenty-six years of age, about five feet seven inches 

high, a little pitted with the small pox, has several scars on his legs, speaks 

English and French fluently, and is by trade a Press-Man" (Figure 8).33 There is 

also one sentence describing the clothing he wore at the time of his escape. This 

notice is the only one which cornes close to providing the level of the detail 

included in the description of escaped white criminals. 

Take, for example, James Lawrence (Figure 9), "a native of Ireland, about 

twenty five years of age, came into this country four years ago, and was formerly 

a Surgeon' s Mate on board of a Ship of War, he is about five feet four inches high, 

sandy coloured hair tied behind, freckled, and talks in a rnild tone of voice". 

There are also three lines of text describing his clothing alone. Discussed in the 

same ad is Samuel Reeves, who has "dark brown Hair loose, a down look, [and] 

speaks in a harsh and daring manner". Even more personality is communicated in 

the next notice (Figure 10). Antoin Goslin is "30 years of age, Brown Redish [sic] 

haïr, Ferntickled,34 about 5 Feet 3 or 4 Inches High, medling stout make, and talks 

much with an impudent air". Another white criminal who escaped with Goslin is 

33 Also important here is the mention of a very specifie skill set. This is also evident in the ad for 
an escaped nineteen year-old Mulatto apprentice (Figure 10), who is a "Shoe-maker by trade". 
Evidence of trade apprenticeship of black slaves serves to debunk the myth of their savage 
incivility and inability to be educated. It flies in the face of paternalist rhetoric which daims that 
blacks are incapable of caring for themselves and therefore should be controlled and 'cared for' by 
the institution of slavery. While this mention of skills lacks the emphasis on character and mastery 
apparent in ads requesting (European) labour it nonetheless evidences a diverse range of skills and 
abilities among slaves. It also means that if they successfully escaped, these slaves had the 
potential to earn a livelihood. 
34 Although 1 was unable to find a definition of this adjective, it most likely means "freckled", as 
suggested by the similarity of these words. 
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granted su ch individual specificity as "speaks slow and seems Timorous", "Black 

hair full face'd", "sullen down look; and seems to have a hurt in his neck". 

Through tex tuaI encoding, the escaped black slave or criminal is vested 

with very little specificity, unlike the white fugitive. This serves to conflate 

blackness with criminality, in a way that whiteness is not. This occurs in a 

number of significant ways. Primarily, physical description is minimal and there 

is no description of personality or character. Blacks are only described as being 

either Negro or mulatto. While Negro is indicative of a dark or "black" 

complexion and mulatto refers to a lighter or "yellow" one, these terms are 

extremely unspecific. A wide range of skin colours exists, but only two 

categories are used to encompass aIl possible degrees of pigmentation. 

Additionally, there is no description of facial features or hair colour, 

texture or style. Such scant descriptions pro vide little in the way of identifiers. It 

would be extremely easy to confuse a fugitive slave with a free black, on the 

ambiguity of these physical descriptions.35 The physical description of the white 

criminal, on the other hand is so detailed as to include specifie descriptions of hair 

colour and style. The colour of white criminals' haïr is described, for instance 

"Brown Redish" and "sandy coloured", so is style, for ex ample "tied behind" and 

"100se".36 Similarly, the face is described in detail, including "Femtickled" and 

"Black haïr full face' d". 37 

35 ln this sense, appallingly little has changed, as the same critique has been made of contemporary 
descriptions of black criminals in mainstream news reports. 
36 This also gives an indication of length, though this was quite likely a very popular style at the 
time. It is also essential to note that the style in which the hair is worn can of course be altered in 
an effort to evade capture, but what is most significant is not whether the style remains intact but 
the fact that it is even noted and conveyed, which is certainly not the case for black slaves. 
37 1 could not find a definition for this expression, but speculate that it refers to a thick beard. 
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Not only is a great deal more physical specificity conferred on white 

criminals; far more individual personality and character is textually created. 

There is more evidence given that the white criminal is a particular individual, 

rather than a generic type. While the black fugitive is detailed minimally, the 

white criminal is described even with regard to posture and manner of speaking. 

Two of the white criminals are described as having a "down look", presumably 

indicative of how they angle their heads or eyes. Moreover, speech patterns are 

distinctly portrayed, for instance, "talks in a mild tone of voice", "talks much with 

an impudent air" and "speaks slow and seems Timorous". 

It is adjectives su ch as "mild", "impudent" and "timorous" that create 

personality. This type of colorful description gives a picture of a particular 

individual that readers could actually Imagme personified or recognize in an 

encounter. Similarly white criminals' style of dress is also described in great 

detail, for example "a pair of European shoes, white yam stockings, Black 

Britches and Wastecoat, a striped cotton shirt with Ruffles of the same, a black 

silk Cravat[,] a brown yam Cape and a Blanket Coat" (Figure 10).38 Through 

textual codification, the white criminal is distinguished from other individu aIs of 

European descent, while the slave is described in fairly generic terms. 

38 The opposite extreme to this lavish description is illustrated in Figure 16 in which a black 
criminal' s c10thing is described, "had on a green jacket and old brown trousers". 
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Fugitive Slave Notices as a Site of Agency 

It was the institution of slavery that created the runaway slave ... [r]unning away 
was only one of several means employed by slaves to overtly express their 
hatred of slavery. (Windley 1983: intro) 

Now that 1 have laid the groundwork for the representation of black slaves 

through my chapter one analysis of their placement in The Gazette in Chapter one, 

and of their textual representation in the previous section, 1 wish to complicate the 

site of the runaway slave notice, as one that is very rich and highly contradictory. 

The fact that it was criminal for black slaves to attempt to gain a modicum of the 

freedom legally accorded whites c1early meant the manufacture of a 

disproportionate number of black criminals. However, notices of runaway slaves 

are the site of a fascinating and important paradox. Although they 

problematically conflate blackness and criminality (particularly in the virtual 

absence of oppositional representations in The Gazette), runaway slave notices 

concurrently represent an important site of slave agency. Whereas slaves in sale 

ads are represented as unnamed and inert items of property to be bought and sold, 

runaway notices depict a degree of slaves' agency in that they name escaped 

slaves and record their actions. 1 would argue that these ads constitute an 

inadvertent portrayal of slaves' resistance and subversion of unjust colonial 

regimes. 

Slaves employed many different forms of resistance under the oppressive 

institution of slavery. As Marietta Morrissey explains, "[p]rotests against work 

and slavery varied in form with what was possible and what was effective." (1989: 

153) Consequently, such actions could be large sc ale or individu al, violent or 
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passive-ranging from large, weIl organized armed revolts to passive-resistance, 

such as refusing to work or intentionally working at a slow pace. But as Orlando 

Patterson explains, regardless of size and nature, aIl su ch attempts served to chip 

away at the institution of slavery (1982). 

Although certain forms of resistance, such as the sabotaging of equipment 

and poisoning of live stock, would probably not have been practiced in Montreal 

given the specific conditions of domestic slavery, slaves in Montreal undoubtedly 

resisted their oppression. But how are we to see the agency of slaves when their 

very condition prohibited their access to means of representing their lives and 

struggles? This is a question Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak tackles in her piece 

"Can the Subaltern Speak?,,39 Here she explores the possibilities for creating 

what she terms "counterhegemonic ideological production"-that is, ways of 

representing oppressed subjects that oppose the elitist, colonial and patriarchal 

ways in which they have historically been represented. 40 Although our projects 

differ-Spivak employs a Derridean deconstruction approach to her analysis of 

dominant interpretations of Hindu sati practices of 'widow-sacrifice'-I find her 

exhortation "not to abstain from representation" heartening and her attempt to 

"learn to speak to (rather than listen to or speak for) the historically muted 

subject" (295) useful in my own attempts to locate the agency of black slaves. 

In answer to her question "with what voice-consciousness can the 

subaltern speak?" (285), Spivak introduces Foucault's assertion that "'to make 

39 AIthough this piece is controversial and has been critiqued by a number of scholars, most 
notably Benita Parry (1987) . 
40 1 should note here that Spivak is particularly interested in allowing the voices of subaltern 
women to be heard. While 1 am interested in the special concerns of women under slavery, 1 my 
analysis is not limited to the sole examination of women slaves' experiences. Rather 1 find 
Spivak's model potentially useful for alternate readings of all subjugated populations. 
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visible the unseen can also mean a change of level, addressing oneself to the 

material which has hitherto had no pertinence for history and which had not been 

recognized as having any moral, aesthetic or historical value. '" (285) This has 

certainly been borne out by my own research, which relies almost exclusively on 

what are essentially the scraps or fragments of The Gazette (in one sense, quite 

literally, as large gaps, sometimes years long, appear frequently in the newspaper 

archives, while yet other sections are stained, tom, marked on and so forth; what 

is left is truly a collection of fractured remnants). 

Moreover, even within the intact sections of the paper, slaves are generally 

contained within the least prominent section. Those deemed unimportant are 

found in the rubble of history. Black slaves in Montreal are either buried in dusty 

archives or relegated to miscellaneous or classified sections. So how then can 1 

locate the agency of the se slaves? 1 don't want to be accused, as Spivak has been, 

of affecting a "deliberated deafness to the native voice where it is to be heard" 

(Parry 2004: 23) Yet, as John Blassingame argues, "[t]he fundamental problem 

facing anyone interested in studying black views of bondage is that the slave had 

few opportunities to tell what it meant to be chattel" (Meaders 1993: 9). 1 have 

found only scattered references to narratives of slaves owned by Canadians, no 

trace of narratives of Montreal slaves specifically, and mentions of Montreal only 

in narratives ofU.S. slaves who escaped there. 

It is certain that most slaves and other 'insignificant' people are found in 

the scraps of history, but this becomes particularly strikingly in the case of 

Montreal. While the small scale makes it possible to conduct a close textual 

reading of slave ads, it also necessarily means that there is less historical material 
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to work with. Fewer slaves means even fewer scraps of documentation. And 

because the primary source of this project is The Montreal Gazette, analysis is 

constrained by the material conditions of the newspaper. This refers not only to 

the availability of archivaI materials, but also to the temporal scope of Gazette 

coverage. One of the few better-known cases of black slave resistance in 

Montreal occurred in 1734, over fort Y years before The Gazette was established.41 

The case concems Marie-Joseph Angélique, a 'Portugese-bom Negress' 

who belonged to a Montreal widow. After learning she was to be sold following 

her master's death, Angélique set fire to her Mistress' house, and fled with her 

lover, a white endentured servant from France. The fire spread, buming down a 

significant portion of the city. Angélique was captured, arrested, taken to trial, 

convicted of arson, and sentenced to death. On execution day, she was tortured 

until she confessed, then driven through the city streets with a noose on her neck 

with a buming torch in her hand and a sign reading "incendiary" (arsonist) on her 

back and chest. When she reached Place D'Armes, she was made to kneel in 

front of the Church, confess her crimes and beg forgiveness, then her hand 

(ostensibly the one with which she had set the fire) was cut off. After this 

grotesque display, Angélique was retumed to the cart, driven to the gallows and 

hanged until dead, after which her body was taken down and bumed, and her 

ashes scattered (Gazette 08/06/1945; Elgersman 1999). As slaves were 

customarily buried, this literal engulfment of her corpse by flame was likely a 

symbolic gesture intended to suit the nature of her crime. 

41 1 say better known in the sense that it has received more attention than most slave ads. 
Angélique's case is the subject of an essay by George Elliott Clarke (2004), the play "Angelique" 
by Lorena Gale, as weIl as an upcoming book by Afua Cooper. 
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So while this dramatic case boldly evidences both slave agency and 

resistance, and also the colonial brutality of the ostensibly benevolent European-

Canadians, Angélique' s story of rebellion and punishment remains absent from 

the as yet non-existent Gazette. 42 Rather, what later prevails are dominant 

accounts of slave escapes-and ironically this fire may weIl have destroyed other 

valuable evidence of slave resistance-so aIl that remains is the opportunity to 

read these dominant narratives against the grain. This also means acknowledging 

the priviledged position of scholars, and the biases this priviledge can bring. 

Spivak self-reflexively recognizes that postcolonial intellectuals are 

influenced by what she caUs "masculine imperialist ideological formation", and 

argues that "[p]art of our 'unleaming' process is to articulate that ideological 

formation-by measuring silences, if necessary-into the abject of investigation." 

(296) So according to this model, silences and negations are as significant as that 

which is represented. Silences represent a lack of access, voices that have been 

stifled. Following Spivak's model then, 1 attempt to read the agency of slaves 

into runaway slave ads. What is represented is slaves' ostensible criminality and 

duplicity, but what is absent is their suffering, dissatisfaction, or hope for freedom 

and a better life. Consequently, 1 feel it is essential to read these silences into the 

scraps in order to counter the dominant presentation of slaves as criminal, 

lascivious, or passively contented with their lot. Moreover, the recognition of 

silences as significant is fruitful. It raises crucial questions conceming the 

relationship between representation and power. It forces us to ask what is not 

42 1 should note that although Marie-Joseph Angélique is not mentioned in The Gazette in the time 
period 1 focus on, she is mentioned in a twentieth century retrospective column entitled "AlI Our 
Yesterdays", while 1 will examine in the conclusion. 
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being said or shown. Who is being denied access? How and why? And what are 

the consequences? 

In runaway slave ads in Montreal, clearly the slaves being described are 

denied access to the representation of their own experiences. The consequence of 

this is a form of representation that delegitimizes their struggles. Yet reading the 

silences in the se texts rnakes visible sorne aspects of slaves' agency. While the 

true depth and cornplexity of Montreal slaves' experience is lost for good, a 

counterhegernonic reading of slave ads rnakes it clear that slaves objected to their 

enslavernent, wished to be free, and were willing to act on this wish. Unlike the 

sale ads, which represent slaves in rnuch the sarne way as a horse or a cask of 

rurn-sirnply as inert objects that are bought, sold, and otherwise acted upon-by 

virtue of their form, runaway slave ads are forced into sorne recognition of slaves' 

agency. 

Because their airn is the retum of hurnan property, runaway slave ads 

include slaves' narnes and details of their escape. Although these additional 

details are only intended to increase the chance of apprehending escapees and 

again revoking their freedorn, they also paradoxically represent slaves' subjective 

will, the fact that they exercised what little freedorn they did have. Moreover, 

they constitute sorne srnall impact of slaves upon their representation. Had they 

not bravely atternpted escape, these slaves' narnes or deeds would never have 

appeared in The Gazette; they would etemally rernain nameless Negro slaves. 

Though it is not acknowledged by dominant readings, and rnay not have mitigated 

their rnarginalized social position, it is here that slaves might becorne people with 

wishes and desires. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

"ESCAPED: A NEGRO SLA VE, ALSO ESCAPED, A CANADIAN": 

RACE AND NATIONHOOD IN RUNA WAY NOTICES OF CANADA & 
THEU.S. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the place of runaway slave 

notices within a discourse of nationhood. In the first part of this chapter, 1 will 

examine the construction of an idea of nation in fugitive slave notices of The 

Montreal Gazette. Here, 1 aim to show that race is constructed as a category of 

belonging outside of the category of national belonging. That is, race plays an 

overdetermining role in how blacks in The Gazette are represented. Race appears 

either to transcend or subsume questions of membership within the imagined 

community defined as "Canadian". 

As Eva Mackey argues after Michel Foucault, "power is not essentially 

repressive, but rather constructive and constitutive" (1999: 18). The power of 

slavery lies not only in its ability to revoke freedom or deny rights, but also its 

ability to create categories of difference. In the previous chapter, 1 illustrated how 

the workings of power serve to construct black slaves as criminal. In the first part 

of this chapter, 1 will show how it creates a further category of difference by 

defining black slaves as non-Canadian. In the second section, 1 will compare 

runaway slave notices from The Gazette to those from colonial newspapers of the 

United States, with respect to the national differences in the practice and 

representation of slavery. And in the third section, 1 will analyze an 1804 article 

conceming the Haitian Revolution. 
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Although the specific focus of this project is the analysis of Montreal 

Gazette runaway slave ads and notices, 1 found it essential to devote a section of 

this project to a comparison with fugitive slave notices of the United States. 

There are a number of reasons 1 feel su ch a comparison is crucial. Firstly, the vast 

majority of analysis of slave sale ads and runaway slave notices has been done in 

the United States, and 1 would be remiss to discount this extensive work of 

analysis and compilation solely because it is not conducted on slave ads in Canada. 

Secondly, because of the shared border, a number of Montreal slaves previously 

lived in or passed through the United States at sorne point, blurring the distinction 

of official designations of nations and borders. Thirdly, although boundaries 

could be crossed, sorne national initiatives such as the Fugitive Slave Act had 

important implications for slaves in both the U .S. and Canada. A fourth and 

overarching reason is the fact that the myth of Canadian benevolence has been 

constructed in relation to what has been construed as the more brutal and 

genocidal process of U.S. nation-building (Mackey E 1999). Consequently, it is 

only through a comparison of the two colonial regimes that su ch a myth can be 

debunked, and that the actual confluence of factors that concretely affected the 

lives of slaves can be analyzed in a way that acknowledges their complexity and 

power. 
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Nationalism and Race in The Montreal Gazette 

Before 1 go on to examine the representation of race and nationality in 

Gazette fugitive slave notices, 1 must acknowledge that 1 do not see nations as the 

only meaningful units of political analysis, a view 1 find overly simplistic and 

fundamentally limiting and alienating. Similarly, 1 wish to avoid positioning 

nation-states as inherently natural formations. Nevertheless, 1 cannot avoid 

addressing the tremendous power of nations, both as political entities and as 

economic and ideological forces. It is undeniable that in colonial Canada, as in 

contemporary Canada, ideas of citizenship and nation have a concrete impact on 

people's lives and play an important mIe in dictating access, rights and 

responsibilities within states. Moreover, it is important to be cognizant of how 

categories of belonging are constituted or denied on the basis of race, ethnicity 

and origin. As the runaway notices illustrate, blacks are seen as being outside the 

category of "Canadianness". This is clear in a October Il, 1792 Gazette notice 

(Figure Il), which reads, 

TWENTY DOLLARS REWARD. 
RAN away from the Subscriber on Sunday the 7th instant, a Mulatto apprentice 
about nineteen years of age, and about 5 feet 9 inches high a Shoe-maker by 
trade, had on when he went away a brown Surtout coat, a Jean Coat and Leggins, 
a pair of boots and a new coarse hat. 

Also a Canadian man about twenty-six years of age, much marked with 
the small-pox, speaks broken English, had with him a brown Surtout coat, a 
brown coat and striped vest, he is a Tanner and Currier by trade. Whosoever 
apprehends the above mentioned men, and delivers them at Montreal, or to the 
Subscriber at Sault au Recollet shall receive the above reward and ail reasonable 
charges, paid by 

JOHNTIEPLE 
N.B. The apprentice's name is Eber Welden, and the Canadian Pierre 

Agie. 

As this notice illustrates, blackness and Canadianness are presented as 

mutually-exclusive categories of belonging. According to bell hooks, the creation 
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of dichotomous categories is "the central ideological component of aIl systems of 

domination in Western society" since it allows of the objectification of an 'Other' 

(Collins 1990: 68). Although there is no mention of the origins of the "Mulatto 

apprentice", it is clear that he does not fit within the category of "Canadian", as he 

is first and foremost a mulatto. Similarly, while it is nowhere stated that the 

escaped Canadian is white, it is clear that he is, since whiteness is the norm 

through its invisibility while blackness is always explicitly stated. As Richard 

Dyer argues, the power of whiteness is that it "colonizes the definition normal"; it 

can position itself as "unmarked, unnamed and invisible" (Mackey E 1999: 21). 

Eva Mackey writes, "[u]nlike marginal groups, 'whites' are rarely thought 

of as an homogenous category, in part because 'whiteness' secures its dominance 

by 'seeming not to be anything in particular' in a general sense, because the 

category of whiteness always breaks down into more specifie categories." (1999: 

21) While Dyer talks about ethno-religious and national affiliations as 

constituting these 'subcategories of whiteness', in the case of colonial Montreal 

the se categories are primarily linguistic. The case of Pierre Agie-"the 

Canadian"-illustrates this weIl. Although his name is clearly French, and he 

"speaks broken English", Agie is nonetheless positioned as Canadian rather than 

French. The categories of English or French whiteness are subsumed under the 

greater rubric of Canadianness. Eva Mackey sheds light on how this process of 

creating definitions of nationhood operates specially in the context of colonial 

Canada and other 'settler societies'. She writes, 

Bennet et al. argue that new seuler societies, unlike traditional European nations, 
have to 'undertake the process of nation formation urgently, visibly, defensively'. 
They are always being 'caught in the act, embarrassed by the process of 
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construction (1994). lndeed, to speak of culture and identity in Canada is to 
speak 'not only of a terrain that is fractured and contested, but of a terrain whose 
identity as Canadian is in dispute' (Allor et al. 1994, emphasis mine). (1999: 9) 

So while Agie may be more accurately described as French-Canadian, he and 

other whites of European descent are considered staunchly "Canadian-Canadian" 

(Mackey E 1999: 20) regardless of their membership in a linguistic subcategory 

of whiteness-a way of cementing the legitimacy of the new colony called 

Canada. This Gazette ad illustrates how whites are essentially homogenized 

against their opposite: the "Mulatto", "Negro" and "pani" outsiders in relation to 

who se exclusion insider status was conferred. 

The next fugitive notice, which ran on May 16, 1793 (Figure 12), supports 

this notion of oppositional constructions but goes on to complicate it even further 

through its remarkable description of the complexion of an escaped Canadian: 

BROKE Goal and escaped, this morning, Louis Braban dit Lamie, a Canadian, 
charged with murder, about five feet ten inches high, brown complexion, and 
dark brown hair; had on a blue Capot and Trousers, canadian shoes, a check silk 
hankerchief and a round hat, and is stout and weil made. Also John Hitlenger, a 
soldier in the second battalion of the Sixtieth Regiment, a German, charged with 
robbery; he is about five feet four inches high and twenty eight years of age, fair 
complexion and light brown hair; had on a short blanket coat, a grebe waistcoat 
and white breeches with buttons of the 60th Regiment, grey worsted stockings 
and english shoes. Also Jacob Simpson, a Negro, indicted for petty larceny; he 
is about five feet two inches high and about twenty years of age, had on a green 
jacket and old brown trousers. 
JACOB KUHN, Goaler. 

The notice goes on to wam aIl of "His Majesty' s subjects" from harbouring the 

escaped fugitives and inform Gazette readers that an eight dollar reward plus 

reasonable expenses is offered for each escapee. This fugitive notice is 

particularly significant because it further troubles the notion of national belonging 

through its description of the escaped Canadian as having a "brown complexion". 
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It is intriguing that he has brown skin but is still described as "Canadian". 

This illustrates how fixed notions of race were in the context of colonial Canada. 

Rather than underrnining the idea of the mutually exclusive positioning of 

blackness and Canadianness, the fact that this man is both Canadian and brown 

actually validates it. From a purely visual standpoint, 'mulattos' too have brown 

skin;43 however, they are still grouped with 'Negroes' and seen as non-Canadian. 

It is not just complexion here but a very clear conception of race that is operating. 

Even if Lamie is a dark skinned Caucasian, he is still racially white enough to be 

considered Canadian. He is still a descendent of civilized Europeans, not savage 

Africans. Similarly, even the lightest-skinned black person could ne ver be 

Canadian, but always first and foremost mulatto or Negro, burdened with the 

weight of a thousand colonial associations. 

These associations represent a point of convergence of various different 

discourses; they also represent a point of commonality between aIl North 

American fugitive slave notices. However, as the next section will demonstrate, 

there are sorne distinct dimensions in the way slavery was practiced in Canada 

and the U.S. which carry over into how fugitives are represented. In order to set 

the context for the analysis in this section, 1 will first map the literature on slave 

ads in order to situate my own research in relation to that which has already been 

conducted. 1 have found no comprehensive analysis of slave ads in Canada, 

although a number of Canadian scholars utilize the ads of The Montreal Gazette 

and other colonial papers in their invaluable historical and sociological analyses 

43 As indeed do most of those considered "black", most of whom actually have a very dark brown 
complexion. 
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and historical narratives (Mackey F 2004; Eigersman 1999; Winks 1997). 

However, a good deal of research on slave advertisements has been conducted in 

the United States, where colonial slave ads are prevalent. 

Most analyses of U.S. slave ads tend to focus on slave notices from a more 

historical and documentary approach than the project 1 undertake, which is more 

grounded in textual analysis. However, they nonetheless provide an invaluable 

resource for studying Montreal slave notices. Freddie L. Parker's book (editor), 

Stealing a Little Freedom: Advertisements for Slave Runaways in North Carolina, 

1791-1840 (1994) features 2,145 advertisements for over 2,600 fugitive slaves 

from nearly eighty different newspapers. Parker provides !ittle analysis but 

faithfully reproduces and meticulously indexes this massive body of runaway 

slave notices. Of course, the sheer scale of his project renders any close textual 

analysis virtually impossible. Here again the much smaller scale of slavery in 

Montreal takes on added significance, in this case by facilitating the possibility of 

a manageable in-depth analysis of slave ads. However, although Parker himself 

does not engage in su ch analysis, through his meticulous compiling, he is 

undertaking the Herculean task of making these ads accessible to other scholars. 

Because he has done the painstaking work of transcribing and compiling these ads, 

1 am able to engage in textual analysis of the materials he makes available and 

conduct a comparative analysis of Montreal slave ads and the advertisements 

Smith and Wojtowicz's Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisements for 

Runaways in the Pennsylvania Gazette (1989) also limits analysis of slave ads to 

its brief introduction, devoting the rest of the volume to reprinting the ads. The 

introduction is comprised in large part by summary of the interesting aspects of 
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the slave ads, for instance, the fact that slave markings and clothing were often 

detailed in great depth. Smith and Wojtowicz also engage in quantitative analysis 

of the fugitive ads. The book provides a useful history of slavery in the South as 

weIl as a table which provides a breakdown of runaway slave ads not only by sex, 

age and region of escape but also for the categories of birthplace, physical traits 

and items stolen. Their tales detail the occurrence of mentions of su ch physical 

markings as whip scars, brands, smallpox scars, and "African marks". The 

analysis is largely of the documentary possibilities for recuperating the historical 

conditions of slave life, rather than close discursive analysis. As with Parker's 

project, this serves as an excellent foil for a comparison of the different ways that 

black and white escapees are represented both within the United States and also 

between the U.S. and Montreal. 

An even more exhaustive project than either Parker's or Smith and 

Wojtowicz's is undertaken by Lathan A. Windley (1999). Windley's 

comprehensive collection of slave ads from colonial papers fills a massive four 

volumes, each devoted to slave ads collected in a different group of U.S. states. It 

is stated in the preface that "[t]he author made no attempt to analyze or interpret 

the advertisements. It is left to the reader to interpret these advertisements as raw 

materials of history, to decide what meaning they contain ... ". This is precisely 

what the next section aims to do. 
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Significance of Marking in V.S. Fugitive Slave Notices 

A comparison between slave ads of the United States and Montreal reveals 

a huge disparity in the way slaves are described in fugitive notices. U.S. notices 

are far longer and more detailed that those of The Montreal Gazette. Daniel 

Meaders makes similar observations in his comparison of U.S. fugitive ads to 

those from England: 

More creative, more detailed, more passionate, larger and more numerous th an 
English ones, the American fugitive advertisements came in ail sizes, the 
standard being three by six inches, numbering from a ten word sentence to a 
three hundred word paragraph and listing both the master's and the fugitive's 
names as weil as the fugitive's physical description, residence, religion, 
occupation, musical instrument played, whip marks, branding scars, complexion, 
personality traits, number of known children and relatives, possible weapons 
carried, past offenses, and probable destination. (1993: 10) 

One important piece of information that a comparison between slave ads 

in The Montreal Gazette and colonial newspapers in the United States yields is the 

different ways in which runaway slaves were thought of and marked. The ide a of 

marking is particularly important and complex, as slaves could be marked literally 

as weIl as figuratively. As discussed in the previous chapter, slaves were marked 

by the colour of their skin. Marked in the sense of what Franz Fanon terms the 

"corporeal epidermal schema", that is, marked with a burdensome and painful 

series of colonial associations of blackness with barbarism, savagery, cannibalism 

and so forth (1967). Though Fanon wrote about it one hundred years after the 

abolition of slavery, this web of unfavourable associations converges on 

representation of the black body in the colonial imagination, the legacy of which 

Fanon laments in Black Skin, White Masks. 
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Black skin is a complex site as it marks the body both literally and 

figuratively. Figuratively in the sense Fanon speaks of and 1 attempted to speak 

of in previous sections through analysis of how these figurative associations are 

embedded in both the appearance of the slave' s skin and also in the language used 

to speak and think about it. But slaves' skin is literally marked in two distinct 

ways. Firstly, it is marked in that it has colour and substance; it can be visually 

apprehended by the eye in a very concrete way--even if the idea of race itself is 

wholly abstract and arbitrary-that is, skin looks black or brown. Secondly, as 

Franklin and Schweninger (1999) point out, it is sometimes marked in the literal 

sense of physical marks of experience which leave a lasting trace on the skin of 

slaves. For instance, the sting of a whip can leave a permanent scar, which marks 

the body with the physical trace of the experience.44 

A comparison of the runaway slave notices of Montreal and the United 

States reveals that slaves were often more explicitly marked in both senses in U.S. 

notices. Franklin and Schweninger's analysis of fugitive slave notices reveals that 

U.S. ads often contained far greater detail in descriptions of slaves' skin colour 

than Montreal Gazette notices. Their research suggests that general descriptions 

of complexions su ch as those found in The Gazette were less common in 

newspapers of the colonial United States. In describing their method for assessing 

complexion, they write, "[a]lthough at times, the precise color of the runaway was 

not stated and 'negro wench' or 'negro fellow' could describe a pers on of mixed 

origin, 70 percent of the runaways in the early period [1790-1816] were either 

black or their skin was so dark ... that readers would assume they were." (1999: 

44 This trope is iIlustrated by the famous image of a slave displaying his whip marks (Figure 12) 
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214 )45 Although they do not state here that a minority of slaves were described in 

such minimal terms, the fact that Franklin and Schweninger use the expression "at 

times" makes it clear that a significant number of slaves were not described this 

way. Instead, many slaves were described in far greater detail than in The 

Montreal Gazette where the descriptions "Negro wench" for women and "Negro" 

for men are the norm. 

Franklin and Schweninger go on to discuss the great variety in the way 

"mixed blood" slaves in Southem states were described in fugitive slave notices. 

In South Carolina between 1822 and 1831, [runaway slaves] were described as 
yellow, brown, mustee (brown), mulatto, pale yellow, "of a rather yellow cast," 
Sambo (dark) and red46

. In Virginia during the early and late periods [1790-
1816 and 1838-1860], they were described as tawny, nearly black, brown, 
mulatto, reddish, yellowish, dark yellow, bright yellow, 'tolerable light,' 'dark 
mulatto,' and as having 'a lighter complexion' th an was 'common among 
negroes.' Others were a 'Iittle light completed' or 'tolerably bright complected,' 
'more of a bright mulatto than otherwise,' and of a 'dark ginger color.' A 
Richmond owner said his carriage driver was of a 'dark copper complexion,' 
and other Virginia masters said their slaves were 'light copper or mulatto,' 
'pumpkin color,' or 'Iight bacon color.' (1999:215) 47 

This exhaustive seeming list indicates a clear distinction In the way escaped 

slaves are represented in colonial newspapers of the Southem states and Montreal. 

One shortcoming of an attempt to draw comparisons is the fact that Franklin and 

45 Although the authors main tain here that those described only as "negro" could be of "mixed 
origin", it should be noted that as in my project they con si der the slaves described as such to be 
black for the purpose of analysis (214). This makes sense particularly in light of the dictionary 
definitions which clearly define "negro" in terms of blackness. 
46 The word "Sambo", here used to describe a particular colour, later came to denote the archetype 
of "the loyal, docile, cheerful, grinning slave" (Meaders 1993:7). This was undoubtedly as a result 
of the portrayal of the character Sambo in Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852), Harriet Beecher Stowe's 
famous antislavery work. 
47 Detailed citations regarding the newspaper sources of these descriptions is provided by the 
authors. In addition to the bizarre likening of slaves' skin colour to that of pumpkins or bacon, of 
particular interest is the term "bright". This expression for Iighter complexions remained in 
popular use in the U.S. after slavery was abolished, as evidenced by its use in literature of the 
1960s and 1970s discussed by Patricia Hill Collins (1990: 80-1). Like wench, "bright" is a highly 
laden term, since it connotes not only superior intelligence but is also the opposite of "dark" which 
connotes evil, fouI, sinister, and also unenlightened (as in "dark ages"), morbid (as in "dark 
comedy"), and obscurity or inscrutability (as in "the dark continent" of Africa). 
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Schweninger do not clearly indicate the frequency with which su ch descriptions 

appear, so it is difficult to determine whether they are standard or exceptional. 

However, it nonetheless makes the complete absence of such specific descriptions 

in The Montreal Gazette noteworthy. There could be any number of reasons for 

this huge disparity in the level of detail between slave ads of the American South 

and Montreal. 1 can only speculate as to the reason su ch descriptions are more 

prevalent in the United States; however, it seems safe to assume that the scale and 

structural differences between the two slave systems account in large part for this 

vanance. 

There are a number of factors 1 believe account for the incongruity of the 

portrayals of escaped slaves between the two nations. Firstly and most obviously, 

plantation slavery in the United States was far larger in scale than domestic 

slavery in Montreal; consequently, it is possible that there was genuinely more 

variation in the complexions of slaves. Generations of procreation both within the 

slave population and through "rniscegenation" undoubtedly yielded a very diverse 

range of physical attributes such as complexion among U.S. slaves. This is borne 

out by Franklin and Schweninger' s accounts of escaped slaves who could pass 

"either 'for a free fellow, or perhaps a white man'" or were "three-fourths white 

and '[showed] the negro blood but very little'" (1999: 215). Although offspring 

were born of interracial unions in Montreal, none of the escaped slaves notices 

describe slaves as being any lighter-skinned than "mulatto", and certainly no 

concem is expressed than any escaped slave is so light as to potentially allude 

capture. So this category of slave either did not exist or was so rare as to be 

completely absent from any mention in The Gazette. 
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Not only were there far fewer slaves in Montreal, but the absence of the 

large scale cultivation of a mono-crop also meant that slaves were confined 

primarily to the home and so were presumably physicaIly isolated from one 

another as weIl. Few Montreal families owned large numbers of slaves (Winks 

1990). In fact, sorne slaves in Canada have spoken of suffering feelings of 

loneliness and isolation from other enslaved blacks, in large part because of their 

physical separation (Elgersman 1999). In addition to the lack of physical 

proximity between slaves, far less emphasis was placed on exploiting the 

reproductive capability of female slaves under Montreal' s system of domestic 

slavery than in the plantation systems of the American South and Caribbean 

(Elgersman 1999). 

Another important outcome of the different sc ale and structure of 

Canadian and U.S. slavery revolves around hierarchies in the division of labour. 1 

would argue that the necessary diversity of tasks and size of the slave population 

under plantation systems created a greater impetus for the emergence of 

hierarchies among slaves-on the basis of complexion, gender, and division of 

labour-while the smaIler sc ale of Montreal slavery made the emergence of such 

hierarchies virtuaIly impossible. Because few Montreal families owned any large 

number of black slaves, there could be little competition for the favour of their 

owners. Similarly, because in Montreal all black slaves were luxury commodities 

(Nelson 1998), it was prestigious to own them regardless of the specifie qualities 

of their complexion. While sorne lighter-skinned blacks and those in domestic 

roles held superior status among slaves in the United States and Caribbean, 

because aIl 'Negro slaves' were rare in Montreal, any disparity in treatment on the 
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basis of skin colour was likely a non-issue. Similarly, because virtually aIl black 

slaves in Montreal were made to perform domestic tasks, there was little chance 

of antagonism between slaves working in the house and the field. 

These fundamental differences in the organization and scale of slave 

systems in Canada and the U.S. go a long way to explaining why the complexions 

of slaves might have been represented so differently in runaway slave ads. When 

the slave population is both large and diverse in origin, more complex systems of 

categorization are required for managing il. Whereas in Montreal, runaway slave 

notices appeared very infrequently in The Gazette, in the American South and 

other large plantation-based economies, the disciplining of human commodities 

became almost a science.48 The viability of the U.S. economic system relied on 

methods for the retrieval, discipline and punishment of slaves. Complex systems 

of differentiating slaves was of paramount importance when the inability to do so 

could mean the possibility of great financialloss with regard to both the particular 

slaves who escaped successfully and also through the failure to deter other 

potential escapees. 

This ide a of financial loss and the second type of marking merge within a 

discourse of deterrence. Moreover, it is another crucial site of distinction between 

Canadian and U.S. slavery and also brings me to back to the examination of the 

ways in which slaves are marked. 1 have already discussed how slaves are more 

explicitly marked in U.S. runaway slave notices through the discursive 

48 For instance, as is iIlustrated by the method of slave-making preached by Willie Lynch in "The 
Origin and Development of a Social Being Called 'The Negro'" a speech delivered to the slave
holders of Virginia in 1712, which Frederick Douglass has referred to as a "scientific and 
psychological blue print for the perpetuation of the mental condition that allowed slavery to 
flourish". 
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construction of distinctions in complexion. However, analysis of these notices 

also indicates that they were more physically marked as weIl. The use of branding, 

whipping and other forms of corporal punishment were very prevalent in Southem 

slavery, and the fugitive slave notices dearly reflect this. 

As Franklin and Schweninger note, "[s]laves had scars on their backs, 

shoulders, arms, legs, sides and faces 'occasioned by the whip'. Neither the 

young nor old were spared. Fourteen-year-old Mary, who had a 'quick and lively 

air,' had two marks on her cheek inflicted with 'a cow hide'." (1999: 217) This is 

a significant difference between runaway slave notices of The Montreal Gazette 

and colonial papers of the United States. Not a single fugitive notice in the 

Gazette makes any mention of physical marks of mistreatment on the escaped 

slaves. On the contrary, my survey of the vast number of slave notices presented 

by Freddie L. Parker suggests that su ch signs of punishment or deterrence were 

not uncommon in U.S. runaway slave notices. In fact, a doser reading of the 

notices Parker presents reveals that many slave masters went far beyond whipping 

when punishing and attempting to deter potential escapees. Not only did they 

brand slaves-again, a practice completely absent in Gazette notices-but in 

sorne cases actually requested that the slaves be killed, mutilated, and their heads 

retumed. 

A June 16, 1810 fugitive slave notice from the True Republican and 

Newbem Weekly Advertiser reads as follows: 

Fifty Dollars Reward. 
RAN A W A y from the Subscriber, on the 28th ult. A Negro man named 

SAMPSON, 
he is about 5 feet. 4 or 5 inches high, of dark complexion, is branded on the le ft 
cheek with R. and on the right T. and has no toes on his right foot. As the said 
Negro has been legally outlawed, the above reward will be given for his head., 
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or Five Dollars if he is delivered to the Subscriber alive, or secured in any jail 
within this state. 

ROBERT FRANKLIN.49 

There are many notable aspects of this advertisement, which give a sense of how 

Sampson was treated by his master. There is a good deal of evidence attesting to 

his owner's cruelty. Firstly, Sampson has been branded, a humiliating and 

excruciating experience-particularly on su ch sensitive skin as the face-and a 

process that both permanently scars the victim and also makes it more difficult to 

hide in the event of escape. Secondly, the fact that he is missing aIl the toes of 

one foot suggests further mistreatment. 

Although the notice does not indicate the cause of the disfigured foot, it 

seems likely that it was a punishment inflicted on the slave. While it is plausible 

that sorne accident could amputate one or more toes, it seems unlikely that it 

would sever all the toes on one foot, while presumably leaving the rest of the foot 

intact; this seems far too deliberate to attribute to an accident. Moreover, it would 

fit within the spectrum of disciplinary practices common in plantation systems. 

Sorne slave owners in the Caribbean would sever the Achilles tendon of 

recaptured slaves in order to make it difficult for them to escape. Cutting off a 

slave's toes might have a similar effect as it would compromise a slaves' ability to 

balance when fleeing. 

But even more notable is the size of the reward of the request for po or 

Sampson's head. While the majority of rewards listed in Parker's volume for the 

return of a single runaway slave range from five to twenty five dollars, fifty 

dollars is a very high sum for the return of a slave. The fact that a far more 

49 (Parker 1994: 543 no.1319) 
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modest reward of five dollars is offered for the retum of Sampson al ive-a mere 

tenth of the amount offered for the retum of his severed head-clearly indicates 

that the slave owner is out for blood. It is obvious that he is very deliberately 

offering an added incentive for killing Sampson and mutilating his body, a 

grotesque job the tenfold reward seems meant to render more appealing. 

Even those slave owners that exhibit somewhat less vitriolic loathing for 

their slaves seem to share what is at very least cruel indifference for their well-

being. An August 23, 1817 notice in the Carolina Federal Republican reads: 

100 'DottaM ~eeIJ4IZd 
RAN A WA y from the Subscriber living in Jones County, N.e. on the 16th 
inst. a mulatto man generally known by the name of yellow BILL; about fort Y 
years of age, six feet high, stout and weIl made, and has a small scar over one of 
his eyebrows, he is a very artful and ingenious fellow, an excellent cooper and a 
tolerable house carpenter-I have no do[u]bt but the fellow hath obtained in 
Indenture or a free pass, by which means he intends to pass as a free man, and 
try to get out of the State.-I will give an addition of TEN DOLLARS to the 
above reward to any person apprehending said fellow to procure his free pass, so 
that 1 can recognize the hand writing. 

1 will give the above reward of ONE HUNDRED DOLD[L]ARS for him 
if delivered in any Jail in this State, so that 1 get him, and aIl reasonable charges 
paid; or the same SUffi ifkilled and his head delivered to me, as said fellow is 
legally out lawed. 

AIl persons are forewarned from harboring, employing or carrying him 
out of the State, under penalty of the law.5o 

Enoch Foy. 

Although this ad refrains from offering an additional incentive for the slaying of 

the slave, it nevertheless does nothing to protect Bill from brutal murder. 

These runaway slave notices represent a third way in which the body of 

the black slave is marked. In addition to being visibly marked by skin colour and 

literally marked by scars of wounds, it is also symbolically marked as a suffering 

body (Figure 13). The trope of slave suffering was a common device in 

abolitionist literature, where descriptions of the cruel treatment inflicted on slaves 

50 (Parker 1994:531 no. 1291) 
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was used to mobilize public sentiment in favour of the abolitionist cause. Such 

representations were bound up in religious appeals and the framing of black 

slaves as martyrs (Woods 2000), for instance, as illustrated in the famous seal of 

the British Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, Am 1 not a Man and a 

Brother? In this image, a kneeling loincloth-clad black slave stretches up his 

chained and clasped hands in appeal to the heavens-and perhaps even more 

importantly to those potential white saviors for who se consumption this image 

was created (Figure 14). The Middle Passage across the Atlantic is another site 

which is analogous with the suffering of slaves. 

Although slaves were undoubtedly oppressed and brutalized under the 

institution of slavery, the representation of black bodies as necessarily suffering 

bodies is problematic in two main ways. Firstly, it fails to acknowledge the 

agency of slaves and account for their many courageous acts of resistance and 

subversion, instead positioning them only as helpless victims. Secondly, by 

attempting to represent the experience of suffering, it profanes the real experience 

of those who truly suffered tremendously. As Marcus Wood maintains, images of 

slavery are problematic because their subject matter is unrepresentable; "for each 

slave, the experience was unrepeatable, irreducible and unreproducible: aIl human 

suffering exists beyond the vulgarity of the simulacrum" (2000: 8). It is certainly 

true that both artistic or literary representations of slavery fail to capture the real, 

visceral, embodied experience of being owned, used or tortured by another human 

being, as does the straightforward text of slave notices. Nevertheless, runaway 

notices both represent the agency of slaves and constitute important evidence of 

their treatment. 
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"Liberty or Death": Haïti, Nationalism & Newsworthiness 

Before 1 move on to draw any final conclusions, 1 feel it is imperative to 

address a glaring exception to the general rule of slaves' confinement to the 

classified section of The Gazette. Perhaps it is more accurate to discuss the 

exclusion of Montreal slaves in particular from the regular news sections, as 

slaves in other colonies are occasionally mentioned in international news pieces, 

as will be shown. This fact further complicates the issues of newsworthiness and 

national belonging 1 addressed in chapters one and three respectively. This 

complicating factor is an 1804 article entitled "LlliERTY OR DEA TH", which 

concerns the Haitian Revolution (Figure 15). The significance of this event 

should not be underestimated, nor should the appearance of this article in The 

Gazette; "Haiti's independence set the terms of debate for nearly a century of anti

slavery struggle and shaped international relations in the Caribbean for decades to 

come." (Sheller 2000: 71) It is this article that prompted me to include the 

"almost" in my claim on page two that "[s]laves are represented almost 

exclusively in the classified section". This issue is relevant to a discussion of 

national identity as it further illustrates the constructivity of the myth of Canadian 

tolerance, in this case in relation to Haïti rather than the United States. Moreover, 

it further reveals the workings of the role of economic and poli tic al power in the 

creation of representations in The Gazette. 

As its title "LlliERTY OR DEATH" suggests, the article represents the 

Revolution in strikingly laudatory terms. It dramatically frames the struggle of 

Haitian slaves, from the initial military convocation "for the purpose of taking the 
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necessary measures for establishing the happiness of the country" to the 

"resolution to render the country independent, and to secure to it the enjoyment of 

a liberty consecrated by the blood of the people of this island". It goes on to 

de scribe the swearing of an oath to "renounce France for ever, to die rather than 

live under its domination, and to combat with the last breath for independence". 

The article even reprints the new Republic's official proclamation of 

independence, entitled "IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE OF HAYTf'. 

This lengthy and detailed article is certainly an exception to the brevity 

and generality with which slaves are usually represented in The Gazette. It is also 

exceptional in that it portrays slavery in a wildly different light. If The Gazette 

takes the position that the French are brutal oppressors who should be renounced 

and fought with slaves' dying breaths, what does that say about Montreal's own 

prominent slave-owning families? As an August 1945 retrospective column 

maintained, many of Montreal's "most distinguished" citizens owned black slaves 

(Figure 17). So how could The Gazette take su ch as stance without offending 

powerful Montreal elites, such as the prominent James McGill, founder of McGill 

University, and one of the slave owners named in the retrospective? 

The very fact that this article appeared in The Gazette is exceptional, as 

"Haiti's radical break with the French colonial system was a unique rejection of 

the power of whites, sugar planters and colonial rule; it fundamentally changed 

the entire basis of the Atlantic slave-economy and the European state-system." 

(Sheller 2000: 73) Its 'Liberty or Death' stance is completely antithetical to the 

usual portrayal of slaves, and even potentially subversive. However, such an 

isolated reading leaves out sorne crucial points. Firstly, it ignores the antagonism 
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between France and Britain, particularly in relation to issues of Quebec and Haiti. 

Secondly, it fails to recognize the fundamental differences-both actual and 

symbolic-between Haiti and Montreal. 

Because The Gazette may pose as merely a neutral venue for arts and 

information, it is sometimes easy to miss the intricate and subtle workings of 

power behind its pages. However, it is essential to be aware that the former 

French colony of New France was forced to surrender to the British in 1760, 

leaving a lasting sense of resentment among many French-Canadians. Sorne 

French-Canadian elites may have felt this sting particularly acutely, having been 

forced to relinquish a good deal of their power to the new c1ass of British elite. 

Similarly, sorne British elites may have resented the fact that wealthy French

Canadians had been able to keep their slaves as a condition of their capitulation, 

and they almost certainly resented the French presence in Haiti, since the British 

themselves had failed in their own attempted occupation from 1793-1798 (Geggus 

1982). So although the Haitian Revolution was violently anti-colonial and anti

white, British settlers in Montreal might nevertheless have harboured glee at 

France's crushing defeat-and subsequent portrayal in The Gazette as uncivilized 

oppressors--couching it in their ostensible joy for the newfound freedom of the 

Haitian slaves. 

This lies counter to both the overall colonial reception of Haitian 

independence, and also to usual Gazette portrayal of blacks in the Caribbean. The 

reaction of the colonial world to the founding of the world's first revolutionary 

'Black Republic' was overwhelmingly negative and characterized by vehement 

racism. Haiti was shunned from diplomatie participation and not officially 
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recognized by the British or United States as a legitimate republic, even in 1823 

when they acknowledged the new Central and South American republics (SheIler 

2000). As Mimi SheIler explains, "[g]ripped by a fear of contagious slave 

uprising, Europeans articulated their claims to 'whiteness' and 'civility' III 

contradistinction to Haitian 'barbarism' through a set of stories that can be 

coIlectively referred to as the 'Hay tian Fear'." (2000: 71) One French foreign 

minister even wrote, "the existence of a Negro people in arms, occupying a 

country it has soiled by the most criminal of acts, is a horrible spectacle for aIl 

white nations" (SheIler 2000: 73). 

The Gazette coverage of blacks in the Caribbean usuaIly reinforced this 

conception of blacks as inherently savage. As an August 17, 1795 piece wrote of 

black participation following a failed French attack, "The French have been 

completely frustrated in their attack upon DomÏnica-140 have been taken 

prisoners, and a great number killed. Several made their escape in the woods, but 

are daily brought in by the Negroes, who have behaved remarkably weIl on the 

occasion." The fact that the blacks are described as having "behaved remarkably 

weIl" clearly reveals the usual expectation to be one of uncontrollable black 

savagery. Conversely, the Haiti article speaks highly of the character of black 

revolutionary leaders. Of John James Dessalines, proclaimed Govemor-General 

of Haiti for life, it reads "Dessalines is a black man, of great moderation; and in 

many particulars not unlike the unfortunate Touissant [L'Ouverture]. His conduct 

has been regulated by good faith; and he is said to wish particularly for the 

friendship of the govemment of he United States." This portrayal of black 

moderation is virtually unheard of in Gazette representations of blackness. It is 
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surprising that The Gazette ran su ch an atypical piece, but perhaps British-French 

antagonism trumped even racist characterization of Haiti and blacks in general. 

British descended Montrealers who held anti-French sentiments may also 

have reveled in the irony of the fact that the Haitian Revolution took much of its 

inspiration from the French Revolution. Convers el y, even French elites may have 

been able to reconcile imperial allegiances with The Gazette' s coverage of the 

Revolution because of the clear affinity with their own revolutionary past. In any 

case, because Montreal was a British colony at this time, it cannot be ignored that 

very powerful nationalist interests would have played a role in shaping the 

presentation and reception of this news of rebellion. It was likely also influenced 

by abolitionist sentiments in Britain. The effect of shifting political relationships 

upon the portrayal of international events concerning the Caribbean colonies and 

slavery is very significant. 

This is perhaps best illustrated by two Gazette articles which appear within 

a decade of each other and present completely antithetical depictions of the 

character of the French and their behaviour in the colonies. A December 14, 1795 

article praises the character and conduct of the French colonizers in Haiti (then 

known as Saint Dorningue). The article reads, 

The plantations were for the most part enclosed with live hedges, straight and 
weil dressed: the dwelling and manufactory houses were generally weil built 
and laid out with great taste[;] every inhabitant possessed a private hospital to 
cure its sick negroes, who were parentally dealt with; the roads were 
excellent-and from the general hospitality and cheerfulness of its former 
inhabitants, take it ail in ail, was one of the most enviable ports on earth. 

Such was the French part of St. Domingo in 1789-But, aIas, it is no more
The destructive ravages of an unrelenting insurrection, and frightful massacres 
and conflagrations, have laid [to] waste ail those beautiful settlements, 
reduced the buildings, to ashes, and laid low in dust, scattered in exile, its 
wretched inhabitants. Nevertheless, with wise management, and such 
regulations as are to he caIculated for the nature of the c1imate and population, 
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it may yet regain its ancient splendor, perhaps redoubled by the Spanish 
acquisition. 

This lamenting of the loss of "ancient splendour" due to the "unrelenting 

insurrection" and "frightful massacre" is a far cry from the presentation of 

revolution in the 1804 "LIBERTY OR DEATH" article, where such methods are 

presented as a necessary means to the glorious end of the "enjoyment of a liberty 

consecrated by the blood of the people of this island". Similarly, the reverential 

praise of French cheerfulness and benevolent patemal care of their 'sick negroes' 

belies the vehement anti-French sentiment and graphie descriptions of French 

racism expressed less than a decade later in another 1804 article, this one 

conceming a suspected planned attack by the French and subsequent capturing of 

a British vessel in Nassau, New Providence: 

After the Hazard was taken, the French murdered ail the blacks on board in 
cold blood, in a most savage manner-two of those unhappy wretches were 
kept for sorne time, and cut and mangled in a most shocking manner, for the 
amusement and to gratify the bloody disposition of the French. If the French 
were to land, what could our unhappy blacks expect, but an universal 
massacre; such is the hatred the French bear towards people of color and 
negroes, that the y have sunk thousands of negro women and children in ships 
& drowned them; others they have put to death with the most exquisite 
tortures. If they suspect a person to have a drop of black blood, they will have 
nomercy. 

It is quite instructive that the poor wretches - objects of pit Y - are the 

French in the first instance and the 'negroes' in the next. This discrepant 

portrayal of both French colonizers and the insurgent slaves illustrates the clear 

contingency of Gazette representations upon power structures and political 

relationships. The fact that in 1804 the French and British are fighting one 

another in the Napoleonic Wars explains in large part why the newspaper takes 

the stance that a revolution deposing French authority is just, particularly since 

this symbolic claim need not be followed up with any official recognition or 
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political support of Haiti on the part of Britain. In fact, the British themselves 

were quick to quelch revolution when it occurred in their colonies. As an April 4, 

1796 letter in The Gazette assuaged its readers, 

You may rest assured that every attention will he paid to Jamaica, in the 
disposition to he made of his Majesty's forces, as weil with regard to their 
immediate and relative situations and effects. 1 cannot omit this opportunity 
of expressing the high sense 1 entertain of the manly and spirited conduct of 
the Militia of Jamaica against the Maroon Insurgents, which exclusive of 
the advantages to he derived of them, cannot fail of producing the most 
salutary effects. 

Not only are the anti-insurgency efforts of 'his Majesty's forces' not condemned 

as oppressive, as are similar French undertakings, they are openly praised. Power 

relations ensure that no descriptions of any mistreatment of the maroons at the 

hands of the British appear. Instead, armed conflict is described almost like a 

polo match, as lively and sportsmanlike. Readers are granted only vaguely 

reassuring glimpses of British conduct and are left to guess at what potential 

brutality "manly and spirited conduct" might actually entail within the context of 

war. 

These relationships clearly played a very significant role in the portrayal 

of international events; however, there also likely existed sorne tension between 

imperial allegiances and the need to construct a sense of membership in the 

imagined community called Canada. Consequently, another mitigating factor in 

The Gazette's portrayal of this event is the fact that both material and symbolic 

distinctions existed between Haiti and Montreal. 1 should note here 1 do not mean 

to collapse the categories of French and British descended Montrealers, since 1 

previously endeavored to explore the significance of these distinctions. Rather, 1 

aim to elucidate the tension between competing nationalisms, and discuss how the 
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myth of Canadian benevolence is a nationalist sentiment paradoxically 

constructed both against and within competing discourses of national belonging. 

Following from the myth of tolerance, the perceived superiority of 

Canadians would have allowed for the identification with the glorious sentiments 

of freedom and liberty because actual revolution constituted no real threat to 

Montreal slave-owners. Arguably the most important distinction between Haïti 

and Montreal is the fact that black slaves in Haiti greatly outnumbered their white 

oppressors. This numerical advantage played a role of inestimable significance to 

the success of the Revolution. In Montreal, on the other hand, slaves comprised a 

numerically insignificant proportion of the population. Moreover, while slaves in 

Haiti worked in very close proxirnity with one another, which provided the 

opportunity to share grievances and organize opposition, slaves in Montreal were 

relatively isolated. 

In addition to the prommence of British elites and their antagonistic 

relationship to the French, the Haiti article is explained by the fact that there was 

no chance of a sirnilarly successful revoIt occurring in Montreal. Consequently, 

the article could appear prominently with 'legitimate' news because the socio

poli tic al condition of slaves in Montreal was such that this news could not act as a 

catalyst for truly radical social change. It is easy for Montrealers to laud the 

subversive actions of the oppressed on another continent when they are framed in 

glorious dramatic narrative, but could yield no real consequences at home. 

Montreal slave owners could quite legitimately feel immune to the sort of 

insurrection that occurred in Haiti. 
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In addition to the material differences between the institutions of slavery 

ln the two nations, a number of symbolic distinctions might have further 

reinforced such a belief. While it is difficult to imagine that referring to French 

slave owners as oppressive would not be perceived as a slight to slave owners 

everywhere, in actuality Montreal slave owners appear to have conceived of 

themselves in complete opposition to the ostensibly more brutal slave owners 

elsewhere. As the 1945 retrospective daims, "as under the French regime[,] 

Negro, slavery under the British rule was without many of the harsher features 

that characterized it in other places." Through creating and invoking the powerful 

myth of Canadian moral superiority, Montreal slave-owners could conceive of 

themselves as more benevolent than oppressors in the rest of the world. 

While is true that many barbarie forms of discipline su ch as breaking 

slaves on the rack or tying them to horses to be dragged to death were practiced in 

Haiti but seem to have been absent in Montreal, it is erroneous to attribute this to 

the kindness of Montreal slave owners. As the horrifie treatment of Marie-Joseph 

Angélique illustrates, Montrealers were not above employing cruel forms of 

punishment and torture when legitimate threats existed. A more accurate 

explanation than a theory of inherent Canadian benevolence is the fact that there 

were few genuine threats. With such a small and isolated slave population, the 

need for systematic mechanisms of control and intimidation like those employed 

in plantation systems would have been greatly diminished. But the reality had 

little to do with the belief. While it was largely structural differences that 

accounted for any supposedly superior treatment of slaves, the phenomenon could 

easily be ascribed to a greater measure of moral virtue. 
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CONCLUSION 

"Ail Our Yesterdays" and Ail Our Tomorrows: Revisiting the My th of 
Canadian Tolerance 

In conclusion, 1 would like to revisit one of the most prevalent issues 1 

discuss and also to explain its contemporary relevance. The national myth of 

Canadian tolerance is a continuous theme throughout this project. Here 1 would 

like to further show how within the Canadian context, 'tolerance' is relative, and 

racism poses as banal. 1 introduced this idea in chapter one, with the discussion of 

The Gazette as a seemingly neutral venue, but one in which power relations and 

insidious racism resulted in the exclusion of Montreal slaves from the news 

section of the paper and their relegation to the classified section. 1 posited then 

debunked the myth of the neutrality of classified ads and went on to show how 

hidden power relations were embedded even in the founding proposaI of The 

Gazette. 

In chapter two, 1 illustrated the myriad colonial assumptions about 

blackness underlying seemingly banal language such as "negro", "wench" and 

"mulatto" in sale notices for Montreal slaves. 1 went on to further excavate the 

significance of race through a comparison of runaway slaves notices with those 

for escaped white criminals. 1 also attempted to complicate the site of runaway 

slave notices as a form of discourse that both criminalizes black slaves and also 

makes visible their agency as subjects. Both these discussions were carried into 

the final chapter with the discussion of slave agency in The Gazette portrayal of 

slave revoIt, and the analysis of runaway slave notices. 1 continued the 
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companson between escaped slave and criminal notices here, exploring the 

construction of an imaginary of Canadian national identity through the mutually 

exclusive positioning of blackness and Canadianness. And in my final section on 

the coverage of the Haitian Revolution and other slave uprisings, 1 attempted to 

dispel the myth of Canadian tolerance, demonstrating instead the contingency of 

representations of both black slaves and the French on their potential political 

usefulness. 

One of the most important pieces of evidence the analysis of 

representations of national belonging and the coverage of Haiti and other 

Caribbean colonies can yield is an awareness of just how malleable the so-called 

"Sacred Image of Truth" of Fleury Mesplet' s Gazette founding proposaI can be. 1 

discussed this with respect to the antithetical portrayal of the conduct of the 

French in the colonies, but this is not an isolated nineteenth century phenomenon. 

Its contemporary relevance is clearly illustrated in the Gazette retrospective "AlI 

Our Yesterdays" which 1 referred to briefly in previous sections. This regular 

weekly column provides twentieth century historiographical accounts of events in 

the city's pasto 

In August 1945, the column ran a two-part series, "Negro Slavery in 

Montreal", providing accounts of Montreal slavery under both the French and 

British regimes (Figures 16-17). Both articles go to great length to assure readers 

of the benevolence of Montreal slave-owners, Francophone and Anglophone alike. 

Part one, on slavery under the French, features the section-heading "Not Unkind". 

This section follows a section which details the cruel treatment of Marie-Joseph 

Angélique, clairning "[y]et the severity of this sentence does not indicate that the 
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Negro slaves under the French regime were subject to cruelty", and going on to 

explain that aIl convicts, regardless of race, were treated harshly in punishment 

for their crimes. The article continues, "[t]he evidence, on the contrary would 

indicate that the condition of [black] slaves was not hard. The heavier labour in 

most cases was performed by the 'panis', and negroes being something of a 

luxury, were mostly servants, in the households of their owners." 

It is interesting that the 'kindness' with which black slaves were treated 

and the 'ease' of their condition is explained relative to the harsher use of pani 

slaves. While this article frames its narrative in a largely apologistic tone, it 

clearly holds many of the same racist assumptions as those that flourished in 1785. 

Why else is the enslaved condition of blacks in Montreal compared to that of 

another 'inferior' race? Why is the conditition of both oppressed groups not 

compared to the condition of free whites? Clearly the comparison of the enslaved 

to the free is most valid for evaluating the condition of enslavement, but again it is 

this infernal relativism in asessing how oppressed groups are treated-the very 

stuff of the myth of tolerance-that inundates the article. The fundamental fact of 

the ownership of people of colour by white Montreal elites is nearly obliterated by 

the placating descriptions of flimsy kindnesses. 

1 say "flimsy kindnesses" because after it asserts that "the condition of 

slaves was not hard", the article goes on to cite as evidence the fact that "the 

Roman Catholic Church used its influence to mitigate their condition, and 

especially to secure for them admission to the church and its sacraments". Again, 

it is not acknowledged that religion itself has historically been deployed in nation

building projects, both as part of the initial justification for su ch endeavors and 
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also as a rneans of exercising further control over the lives of colonized peoples. 

Sirnilarly, while it acknowledges that both rnissionaries and the nuns of the Notre 

Dame congregation thernselves owned slaves, it does not recognize this as a 

contradiction with the clairns of church benevolence. Without acknowledging the 

role of the church in perpetuating slaves' subjugation, the article goes on to 

explain how the church advocated respecting slave marri ages and allowed slaves 

to be "buried in the consecrated ground of the 'Cirnetiere des Pauvres"'-the 

cernetery norrnally reserved for (white) paupers-positioning this as proof of its 

inherent goodness towards the oppressed. 

In addition to this ostensible benevolence of both the church and Montreal 

rnasters, the article explains, sorne slaves were also permitted to learn ski lIed 

trades or eventually ernancipated in repayrnent for their years of loyal service. 

The article ends with the transition to British mle,51 concluding with final 

evidence of the French Regirne's consideration for their slaves: 

It was, therefore, to protect and perpetuate Negro slavery as a social 
institution of long and respectable standing, that the Marquis de Vaudreuil, 
in negotiating the surrender of Montreal with Gen. Jeffery Amherst, took 
care to include among the articles of capitulation that 'Negros and panis of 
both sexes shall remain in their quality of slaves in the possession of the 
French or Canadians to whom they belong; they shall be at liberty to keep 
them in the colon y or sell them ... .' 

This language of protecting and perpetuating "Negro slavery as a social institution 

of long and respectable standing" seerns quite surprising in 1945. Clearly, the 

institution of slavery is recognized as un jus t, as evidenced by the constant need to 

reassert the kindness of Montreal slave owners; however, its legitirnacy as a 

51 See Figure 17. l will avoid going through this article in details, as it is very similar to the frrst, 
featuring the title "Not Uncompassionate" and details how the British too allowed slaves to 
participate in church life. 
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practice is not contested in the least. In fact, the second article even lists with 

apparent pride the prominent Montreal elites who owned slaves, stating "[e]ven 

early in the British regime, many of the most distinguished of the new English

speaking citizens had negro slaves in their households." 

Although sorne sections of this article quote historical documents su ch as 

the capitulation agreement, other sections 1 have reproduced here were actually 

written in 1945, a historical moment where the claim that people were simply 

products of their time and didn't know any better is even more insulting and 

audacious than one hundred and fifty years earlier. Perhaps the writer of the 

article wishes to avoid speaking ill of the 'founding fathers' of the city and for this 

reason chooses to couch the recognition of the unethical nature of such ablatant 

system of oppression in the old rationale of civilizing missions and patemal care. 

ln any event, this shameless and uncritical twentieth century legitimation of 

slavery in Montreal begs the question, what does this say about more 

contemporary attitudes towards racial inequality and racial violence in Canada? 

The same pages of The Gazette successfully help to provide an answer. 

Just to the right of the second part of the ambiguous special on slavery in 

Montreal-half apologistic, half laudatory-is a racist political cartoon 

conceming the Warin the Pacific (Figure 17). The cartoon shows a stereotypical 

drawing of a buck-toothed, 'slanty-eyed' and insensibly grinning caricature with 

'mongoloid' features playing tennis against a white opponent. In the first frame 

entitled "Pearl Harbour", after serving past his bewildered opponent who protests 

"hey! 1 wasn't ready!", the presumably Japanese tennis player exclaims "1 won 

the Pacific Championship yes please!". In the second frame entitled "Retum 
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Service", his presumably American opponent whacks the baIl (labeled "air attack") 

so hard it shoots through the Japanese player's racquet, smashing into the side of 

his face so hard it blackens his eyes, causes stars to fly up around him, and 

apparently knocks out a tooth.52 This cartoonish depiction of racial violence is 

mirrored even more dramatically in part one (Figure 16). This article similarly 

portrays the War as a game. This time, the three white men-representing the 

Army, the Navy and the Air Force-are clobbering the Japanese caricature while 

playing a carnival game, a ball toss at the man's face, under the banner reading 

"Rit the Nip". As the title suggests, this represents the fact that the racialized 

violence of the War in the Pacific is "No Longer a Sideshow" to the War in 

Europe. 

These two cartoons, partieularly in juxtaposition with the articles, which at 

least present an apologistie façade, are very signifieant as they reveal an attitude 

of contemporaneous racism in Canada. The War in the Pacifie admittedly 

involved racist stereotypes on the part of both parties; similarly, World War II 

depictions of Germans presented them as demonic and inhuman despite their 

whiteness. Rowever, a key issue whieh had little to do with actual combat is the 

intemment of Japanese-Canadians in Canada during the War. Out of a total of 

23,149 Canadians of Japanese ancestry in December of 1941, 20,881 had been 

forcibly 'relocated' to intemment camps by the end of the following year (Adachi: 

234). 

52 This is somewhat unclear since, although the tooth is noticeably missing in the second frame, it 
is difticult to discem whether or not it is present in the tirst frame. 
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As Ken Adachi explains in The Enemy That Never Was: A History of the 

Japanese Canadians, traditional Japanese cultural norms emphasized dut y and 

obligation as weIl as the values of conformity and obedience (1991). Similarly, in 

a cruel irony, "Ni sei [Canadian bom people of Japanese ancestry] tended to 

espouse a common view: they wished to prove they were 'Canadian' by 

cooperating fully with the authorities" (226). So this cartoon ran in The Gazette 

while over twenty thousand people were languishing in intemment camps for no 

crime other than being of Japanese descent. The acceptability of both Japanese 

intemment and the cartoons' racist depictions of anti-Japanese violence illustrates 

the strength of the myth of tolerance. There is no perceived connection between 

the discussion of black slavery in Montreal and the adjacent cartoon depicting 

Anti-Japanese racial violence, while the state-sanctioned violence of intemment is 

taking place concurrently. 

While past injustices can be smoothed over through charitable 

historiographies, when the racialized 'others' of a given historical moment 

ostensibly threaten the values of freedom and tolerance that Canada stands for, the 

threat must be neutralized--even if this involves completely violating the 

constitutional rights of Canadian citizens without grounds. This illustrates just 

how relative the values of freedom and liberty actually are, as do the retrospective 

articles themselves. These articles sometimes invoke the language of rights and 

liberty, however, they do so in a highly problematic way. Instead of associating 

freedom with an absence of bondage, both articles frame liberty solely in terms of 

the liberty to own property without state infringement on su ch ownership. They 

speak of the colonial right to enslave indigenous populations and the liberty to 
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maintain ownership of slaves and sell them at will. For all the discussion of rights 

and liberty, the rights and freedoms of oppressed peoples is a non-issue. Rather 

than recognizing the denial of liberty such a system constitutes, it is only the 

liberty of the Western subject-elite, male, and white-that matters, because he 

has always been the subject of liberal tradition. Neo-liberalism has expanded this 

definition of subjecthood, occasionally to include people of colour if they are elite 

enough and willing to tow the party line, but far more often to include corporate 

power. 

This brings us into the present, and face to face with the powerful 

machinations of liberal ideology 1 discussed in chapter one. We can see how even 

in the twentieth century, social hierarchies remain intact, and are (re)produced in 

The Gazette. Similarly, we can observe how this asymmetry and inaccessibility is 

obfuscated, not only by the seemingly neutral and pragmatic formal distinctions in 

layout, but also by the use of creative language to appeal to higher principles. We 

hear this same language today to describe neo-liberal economic policies, which 

invariably result in the subjugation of people of colour around the world. Part of 

how those of us in the West justify such infringements is on the basis that people 

would be even worse off without us exploiting their labour. We can admit that 

many of the jobs we provide are dangerous and low-paying, but rationalize "at 

least those people are employed. A low paying job is better than no job at all." 

Just as the compelling language of liberty, justice, and freedom render 

apparent contradictions conciliatory, a similar vocabulary of truth, integrity and 

public accessibility was invoked by The Gazette' s founder to justify his own self

serving motives, by referring to the "Sacred Image of Truth". And what is 
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perhaps most frightening is that such justifications prove just as successful today. 

Mainstream news outlets allow for this lack of accountability-whether the "we 

didn't know any better back then" rhetoric of the 1945 article, the "don't shoot the 

messenger" excuse of simply providing a service, or the ''l'm just the publisher" 

appeal to neutral formalism. 

These tendencies are extremely dangerous. They permit embedded social 

hierarchies to remain hidden and thereby go unchallenged, all the while espousing 

grand rhetoric of their value as democratic public forums. Moreover, they allow 

the brutal past of Canadian nation-building to remain hidden. What is required to 

begin to move beyond this to becoming the nation Canada purports to be is a 

coming to terms with this history. It is only through recognizing past injustices 

that we can understand their ongoing legacy and begin to challenge neo-colonial 

and neo-imperial systems of domination. As Maureen Eigersman explains, 

Admitting slavery as a Canadian institution is a significant political statement 
that forces a reconciliation of the post-emancipation history of Black status in 
Canada as one that is anchored in and informed by the sanctioning of slavery 
in that country. European colonialism and the 'attendant collective rnindset' 
that made blackness a badge of slavery and relegated Blacks to inferior status 
continued to inform the proper place of people of color as domestics, railway 
porters, and custodians after slavery. The norm continues today as Black 
women are read as hypersexual exotics, and Black men are read as crirninals. 
This means that contemporary problems are not modern aberrations, but, 
rather, form part of a continuum of racial privilege. It is not an evil that has 
penetrated the Canadian border from outside and tainted its culture; Canada 
has its own history of subjugation with its own investments, privileged 
rewards, and protections to reconcile. (Elgersman 1999:4) 

1 hope this project will contribute to revealing the asymmetry of 

'democratic' forums, the racist and sexist biases of 'neutral' forums, and the 

insidious relativism of the so-called truth. As the "AlI Our Yesterdays" articles 

illustrates, it is far easier to recognize injustices of the past than those of the 

present. 1 can only hope that my project will bring us closer not only to a national 
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and official recognition of the role slavery has played in creating the nation we 

call Canada today, but also towards an end to the framing injustices within a 

rationale of kindness and the beginning of taking collective ownership for the 

brutal reality of what building this nation has really entailed. 
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Figure 1 - Sale Ad for a Young Black Female Slave 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
December 28, 1795 
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i\" ;;.r~ n!,~; :t.;\ I\}!fi,;( il::! 1 (' 1 ht f:m" ; 

A :lIÜ~r. ;J'l' .•. ]i~ety of ~tht'r i\Jhj['~~~t * \1. s~ll~ç f:~rl .. i;,., J tl.c ~~qrr ~nd 
. w 'mOUftn ot t~ F.:nll.ra Je ut L"Hi:t1t·'!;, R.Jm •• ;,.11. ;)UfJI\f{, j .1I.t"d~(, 

1,lg;l~,,*r.g. \\~iild!', Ih:r:k:l.~ ... ·• l.llrt~!.":l~ ~~ TiJt!'. ~tfi"'!l" of rile 
i'rar~ Ic;n~h of J)'j~~ .an:J~ .\.ibLt,. T.l;i i!h~. Ç! .• 'lgC'\ 01 cht' ;';oon, 
~ • .1:k .... nd ~ CUlr.,iw,.:k. ,TfUÇ :m4 :;,pp:lT'tm' Hnvt'Itly RoOiitr N:illt,t'l' 
dHhlC(; n",.l f~td;·tmll ,.t' =rw l'bl)('~, H\d m"'lY of ';k" i'hf(1 :-tar~ ... ,îw 
'·~riu-.;:. otlrer t.:i1.La~ ad "II:ü ... luin1. ti:él'tHl:mlu al t~>< H~,;ü(:IlI,.Bodk) • 

• UmiH:tnç<-, Z', {}', (1Ie Il. 
To ~L' 11 .. ~Hè-i .. : Ikil ;'. 

~ • m.t\" !:' j);o~f ;:;t )Ir.~. ;î, 'u..... :\lr. l)iU;;rù .:\lr. C'ufhiog'5 
< ',Ir. ~·j'\dl!H·i. )!r. Skttch:lY'$ QJ(:b~l, S .. V1Hl1~1 :anJ uf J. lJ. Skt'tc:t~('y 

r -: Peter Su~t. 
" •••••• <~ •• ~~ ~~~==:::y.;;. =r, O=r,=;:.H~,r;::S ::::;\r-T~~'~~-

.. 

A Yfl'l)n'~ ht .. hhy ~fg~ \Vtn 'h I;n.t .... ·~n i 2: ;11')\1 r:t yt1n of :lh,.. •. 
l .. rdy Îmm Li)ptt \...ln.lda, wJ,Ct: lh(' \\';&!o bt~.)'I!gt;t lIi1.-,I:;.:lqulr(' 

• .t 1. 1 li",. '" l'" Il'. _ _ 
__ ~'mIT,~1 21 .n",ml#!j.J,:;g,S:w, ___ ,._ .... __ _ 
1\1 () '\ Tk 5'.:\1. l rI"'" li .. n~' t l'fI'! ft Hf (, l'l'. tt'ul C'2:u-1rffr St-ffi.'n, of ,~ 
• 11) wlt- t... '·t:;J\(',.I~! ~n,i f!')n: t: J}lt1:ri'~ pfordnJ; \\'s;I if' heM 
-'0";.' Co.;rt.lJo.:\<-. lfl H~ l.lIy n-t .'\;.,t!fP'ut ('\1~ 'Ïou;i;\' Ihl' dt'~'t'~'~h dH
~(h!'\IH&') 1,(::11.1, illl';t'·.It'O f.ftl.~ d" t. Îa L,t' ffHt"t1'O<m. C): ,d·i~li iiIlILlltll(~ , 
oi ",or 1·~(.C'. Cnrnr..-n an1 l"mfl.t,lk· •• 11 11.(' l:'lJ~ l'iltnct. ,;m· f("!;lin:~1 lo ; 
, .. kt- tl1J(lt~ "hd gi~C. {l't'li .. t(t..~: ... d' t" .. e. ~lr,I,,1.':;.v ~ l 

1(;\\, \\N. (;RA\".. S,:.t"., :. f 

J,fttt/r'(41 Il·, -:f;:h Durnfrt, '';'15 
~ -" '''''?''', M ___ ~~ .. .,._~~ ,. '"Y 

).lo'J'ÎR~~ L. p,u" II ,," 1; le l~" , ;t'l.~' I~'. ~", \-,. .• " '-Sn. ~., 
~, ., - ------- --- --_ ......... -_ ........ , .... _. __ ........ _----.... _---_ ...... -
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Figure 2 - Proposai for the Establishment of a Bilingual Gazette 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
August 25, 1785 

·i~.~HERE is r~e a~inininriin .Eùrope, 
.l1.:«~1I\~ihatba.notl!'. Gtt<ue, wby /hould~ 1)0( . 
~ -11' ·lhi .. xtcl'lfiçe c.,Untry. havdt'. awn:.IM,: 

~...c.. . ~rerioJiêitP:ip<rOn7'j~.liail'.lrn. dYl'laee-, 
" tr~~~ -the Scbrcription:; WO~~(! ha~t' bt;.~.n ~.ucb . 

".;; fl.lorc nmlltfous th,e )'f:af r9lh}~illgt !uh-.. 
- ·.~out the .c.u:lIlrophc whicb il -.is uar:f$ Jf1 . mt~tlon. Tht 

(,me zeal.for the common· \\'cal <xïft~., and the Tf2Dl1ùi!o 
Iity which' thÏJP'rovincconjoy. giYCS li T,db' Encour.~
ment: it fl"e'rnc-d (0 me, and tilt; _rublic ·will percc.v,c.· ;Iit.·,,~omIl>l" 
tbai: .nobody can rcnder himfclf more' tmly fcryicc2btc 
tban in undctr:lkiDg a work -fo I:!.bouriùu5 from whic;;h 

'tbt:r_e" may rçfult oectifary Advant3gcs. .:' ' ... ,.~" 
. T h~\'c, fllccccde:d to intcrcfl l~e Citizens in :fhe latlt 
The circumllancC' bcin~ ·more favoiilblC', [;~~[:!~~~~I~;;~~:::~,~~;"r~;~~:;~;~r.ti= 
tI.n~~1CA-froni ," l'ms, ih.Il,~.~ . 
d</fmn' .ml in· g"",tè< q"3nti:l"L-li.t!'.~3'l' ~ <WS .... nl)èlir'"~;" 

. ~. ].:i\'~:1 p~aC(', .bofe (rqm !.h~ Cvmm('nt. of ~~dl.. 
Europ~ \Vhith 1 proP"'""::· JO ende.wer to recC1ve once;; 
3. mollth, l\'111 T~nder the fhcet il1terdling, and notbing 
wiil b. fP3red to accompli/à ,bis Iall Ohjcll:. 

Ir muR br allowcd from the C".l:U!lt()f the Enterprize, 
jf nllr \le taxC:IJ with r3.fhf!c-ff. tor \\:h·) would not ûC'ntble 
the tV0mtn, he i, ro 'ppc", b~fore.thc_ i'ub';~. a. Judge 
'!':Mt}! fOrIm\fablc:.thcrcfoiCc 1 rco\."thc~~,nf"''''F 
ploring in-Inrlulgcr:çc, anti b~g it 'Will m:iKc-ê1~2nce 
fur tb~"Pulct1'of my 101<ntion., .nd.the ~ndO,,·àrs I 
fIl.1l nuke to rOt it in Execution.. . . 

ln ail, tlJat rhaH .c. inlèrted in thi, G.z<t~ I·· rh311 
j~viol .. bly". ~lë-n«. ~ b'20 .... 1:.0 ~r.cd lnlage oC Trulb 
in vi •. \\", .ndn.otJ'!U!l.lQ_Licrrl!iour~r .. 1 lbol ... nde
Ivour to 'cndtt the Ilile rhin~ and correét, but Iikewile, 
rny R~3d('r, will .obrtn·~ w~.I.!9 not wrire fo wr1t ... nl! 
'.~~~~c;f o:~.~~v~r Sto, La~reQc~, OlS ~.b~y. do on the 

_?li~,vit~~.pdingt»e"diffi~lty of finding TranlbtoIJ, 
!:Diit~;glt"e .the Ga~(e III Fr<:flcb..,ud J~ngh4h. If . ~,."nlroDole 
~'jJ is ctmfirler",d'thc~xpe'rïce it rc:quin~5 f~r th.e1mprdlion 
. in hmh . I.ar~u3gt5~ the Btà~lty of~the . ..F;i!cr, ,and of 

.bt Ch,,,,aer, the Enaner. of th. Carieltion which 
_ r.equlrrs -muc~ morc· AttcmiQIl in thi! Coun~l)~ wherc

Ortbognphy i. not let. wdl knoWn',îfI f.)', iti. 
C"onfukrcd .the Application this Entcrprize. rcquirts uf . 
the Printer, the Public will hecunvincod that notbing 
h •• bren nel!.l~a.d tn T<ri<le~myrtlf worthy ~of ·the'r 
{a'·Oll~. Il)d tb:u th~·· SubfcrÎl,tion il mnderatt>. . _ 

TblS tirll Oep " to Sound the TaOe of the Public, 
and nr·t ~x Mie myfcIf ra confidt"r.ablr JoUes tr tb~te 
wcrt not .1 f~nt nu~l>er 01 Suufcrip:tions 10 bear 

-lhc Exr.n!'t'.~ anctTlfoémllifLin. f(lT illY' P-ain.. ., 
.Th~ tirAG;"7.rtt~ Win :IIJ.'ptu·Thurfdr the ·Inftan~ 

_ '1H-p'i~(Df 11-, S-.~ipl .• .r;· lortln 61 
__ rh,!~S~iI!!.pgllJrs, of::;;l-1i:Ji 
p. \ $i~lJiRg. ' . 
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Figure 3 - Sale Ad for a Black Male Slave, age 28 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
April 2, 1789 
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Figure 4 - Modified Sale Ad for a Black Male Slave, age 28 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
April 9, 1789 

"m;,,!,,,, - _ .... 'W._ 
't:+~~*~~M'~Uit:;'G~1;:tt~~ ie'~lttc~m _.~~~:~ -~-~-~' 
*,."'111;;',.:":#1, ""~~:r:~,-::,-_._"._li,_,,,,. ,~... ' ,r.p ,r:. " 
"~'i:', :,", ;,: N,~riëliOm'miquj 'pi!ot&if'itre ;~~~,nVifOii~~t ,,10ïns ~, 

:, ' ,'. d.S('lt (lue COll n?m élan a'iJrlt~ Aurûl 11 • le te!ot tm brun. le 
"i;, ,.' 'lbtnO!' le: trb- pMMU & ~:l\lf.'t)\lp martl!Je d~ 1. pemoverole. pu~e 

," ft peu AngI{.>î. ", d & &uxenvtrOllS de ) Int:dS 6 pntlC!" de hlut; li\'ûtt 

""', 'UI un . babit de Jkrg Op"~OOtn ~fl.i n~'b, un (UftOUf hun, 8c dts 
',';', 't,,:, '"jJiid~~'f.!~,!!J~n!'!',~1'2,~~~~~t_~·'~!}!Sitr~~~!~ ~\~Jr~Il!~t~"!~_~'11 
. ' " '1CT;J' Q~ iV.lUVaCITucr ae C,)tZ le HUlStlnt!'. une .lVl',nUr1t d nrgent, 

/ ,Olle roC-ID d~ tl)ilvrier ell J. P. D,rlll.ll1·J, ·lAlffl"~J. Nq. 7378-:-Le 
'f. ' sMn ... ',.a "gmn,iroJe (.il (.;~aJlli ... d· .. MICr MÀ;lC, M ••• 

---- ~ôc ,1 t 10 qü'.r J'tmT11riiil\l;llt"~u"i~i'pr~bâtion Se ror(" 
f)ac~~ bnt\uttl J •• appot'tetvtt dtflt une dem;heure; - ~ eonq~ ."r!tefl 

. a. .n,mene,. le dll (.~·"tI(j M,,,'ii •• Vtt 1.1 M nire', t;hu le: Soutii&né, 011 

~"'cf'eta tll IUf1Jn.e da pnfOf" de~ • .ht..jt'ttc en etat' l'roYltKe. ""'fll 
Il;ilto récnnllK'nfe d·,ltlc Gu,n~ •• 

M#1ttrllll, 8.",lfni! l i8~ Aux. HANNA. 
_ 'N.lI,.J .... fuill.,ll:('4rh. Jltrc,ù,'lcc qu l'on f:.ppde 4lJl.tilt d4M~ 
M'N~U'ci·dt .. ru '.t,dente à ,thle Jl.hit. &; (1'1'.1..·." tnfun ntc UB <le 
{el> Oilcld d,lnl ic, CQlonut •• 

-

fiE'#-· , 

:t",~l\ITlt: )0'.:. Ft. J'e",olt ~ nijtt •• ,'ant 't'mm nu tYtr.fl''S. _f.J. ..I--~_. 
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Figure 5 - Sale Ad for a Black Female Slaves, age 25 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
March 21,1793 

~) P!"1",.uœ.. ~11ac ltUOQi ,w.U llo:; ,em~ Iv i,igh''!13. ,ropet' MubC 
be . .~ ~~~. ~"wa ot t!le ExbllJÎk.J producc4 te I.ve 

,oEREAS thc~ifin~of ~1ules is b~tOmèan O~l~ 
gftwt!,wonh, the .nt.1Oft. ct .~ F&I~ 10 Nnv ~r1J:latld. w:-

1ItRH)tr· It fW" 1e('f'MOfl1lf the IIftftttO:!' et cWt lA C.A~.. J"'beNf •• If 

,ua anr Gmtle .. who-WODId _nh foadntl~ thClro"n iotc:r~{\t.nd 
mcn~., iUh.L tMit oWa. éouwrv -hl" ta-'", Mutes ,tbey BUI1 he 

IUDII" ...... 'wltlt IbfHCf fêta, Jkk. ~6, ."l,ing t~ the 'Ilbfcribên ~ ,The, 

h-<~r~,~.<w,~f~_n~.!;<~lk~i!.i:'urc!:~!:É:·r~~Jui~~ti:'.-: r!e;~~-
i 'lr I.e 4un:b. ftlet {(U' wh~cfr ~igiltt d,,'lhU nch .. lU he allowed tbem. 
rcn,œ of tbc<",Jatk wiU bc IlYft l!ld t~e M:JI"s J«eIVed.IQ C;anada. 

dill.ACt JI (U , tt:J' .t UJ!Dt ;.h:,' filtre" c.n l?t :Jn, a'ff'ettltnt m.de 
tar! ~ ~nOu&h Ut du~ {n'on 1,« .tb~ J ;F", t J do ,.1.01 bu6n~(1 10 Caoada tb~· 

,,,,t'Inlt ,.nr tJft1dJ Come S*lls)eme:1 fh·ud .a"', immedialclYt buuhey 
Ina,- be en . ...,:Jg~-1"rortt;~ t;I~~ 't'If' b, aIl t.,:, appliaü4Jn. " 
(,'4:"." Î~ ,iH~.fUl4#t..J:t:.,,,.ii. MW} LIVY Cl\lITBNTON: 

~J;;;~l c\#w-T.rl. ~'Ir: .. 'J )S'~ \\1Ll,JAM T .. AVERY. 

. N. B~ Por ft'n'ln rmt;~'3f'f ~tl'ft' of lAl~1 Ktoglly living at Vau;.;..· 
.4!\.itl Ill, Ctn.;! ... who ~IU gtYC int4tm:ltioll1 to Ul ,if a.y geodc:m~ 
~!;i .. dh $O;"'Qflu.Kl _Itb chem iD • d tLrent ma.'lMr from what 11 
propofrd .. 

+ ". 0 R E. S 0 1# D. \ 
'~. ve"Y.ftout .N('~. wf:f}r'hof abo. ut 2 5. )~ean ~f age. 

(he caB \\i :lib. Iron, Cook, and dtt any klnd of 
. Qute worlL. )-"'or furthct' , paniculan appJy to Mr. 

'-.~ .<_:.+~._.< .... < --'-AreN DR F.;. 

. NE %.Né~r('f~ Il~nc: .o.Jnne fan,.é & robufte t âgét". ~ 
J.6 .. ~, ('Ut' r~an: b:<fl lav~r, repaf~r, bonne CUU1-

-""'" !aIJ rOtU; .autre ouvragt' de .lllFnagt.-Pour plus 
s &·in!ormaOODs--1tuüf "- ~ "~cr '" i ~fr. lhomas 
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Figure 6 - Sale Ad for Sixteen Year Old Mulatto Slave 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
May 16, 1793 

: fit for a Lady, fevèn )'~rs old, i~warranted 
f~F'd't Enquin: (Jf the Pr~nter 
j' > 
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Figure 7 - Escape Notice for William Spencer 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
November 22, 1792 
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Figure 8 - Escape Notice for a Black Male Slave Named Joe 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
May 11, 1786 

, 
matiol'l wMre Ile it hti~ltwted, fo., tb ... he fIIII/ ...... ~_ 

.. mali recei.4t THUIi GUINB48 aowafd ff'01lf rie . 
-" . iM(l!'èti!~ ~O&~~_~! ~f: "mm_:' --"~~_ -~-= __ ;;~ __ . .. --~_.m.~" 

, 'rra • Il 

T liE Itonou.able JOSEPH de L.t'nta 
Announceto th. Public, tbat he bat 

Vault •• Inel witb the Gmund co bc 1 •• 
• • • •. ~,. ." • '* #WIIf". 
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Figure 9 - Escape Notice for James Lawrence, a White Criminal 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
July 10, 1788 

":rf~ms~~~~ 
__ t __ .-tiii-oflreland, llbèjut tW(rity~fi"eyear5 ofa~~, cime int.o thi, touutry 
.bobt foul' yeàn' ago, annw~lormel~,'-rSuTgp)Ifr1\1ate--~'mboard-()f:a

. _u~hip ~f}\'l~._he is about five fc~t four, iDches ~~ [,mdy coloured hair 
b('J l5ebmd, rré(:~1ed;-"1Ind-t~b-ma-n1l1Jtooe-er~Olce'; -hai on \V_hen he 

:ë~:~t.-.~~~c~.;~~~b'l •. Jp~~~J\i!~Jf:J!!~gJ~~~.t~9-2~,~~~1 ~~L~e_ 
~-""'WIflttotti:a;;pm'of:~.Bijl\.coa~.!!&-'911.éiam~ ~--rOJ.fntfli~foob-na~Wlin 

.. elv.~t. and a pair ofrt:J. kather Shues. Whoever wlH 3?prehcnd t1\ë-T:iïa
J~~ES L~WRBNCB. ar,.d remre him ~n e:th;1" of ,his ~11.i;lh's Goa', 
ln t'hls province, (hall he plld a Reward of FI," F. p,)!J \ [)~ C., .. rency, 
lIDd ail relfonable charg~, onarpl}'ing to EOWAR.O WILLIAM GRAY, 
Efq1lire. Sheriff of .his -ditlrit.'T. . 

ESCAPlD llfo arthe rame ume, SXMtlEt--R:~VES, --cha'g~dwith 
a Rohbery committed at L'lchine,. he is alfo a nativt: of J,eia,!d~ .aoout 
thirty y-ears C5f age, dark bw"-n H~lr loofe, a do\\'o J"c1c, fpeak!> lll.a h.ntb 
an~ darinlit mlnner, WÀ5 btc:ly drummed out of the rh;rty-founh repimtnt; 
bldonwhenhemad~.hi5ercape, a white woolen Jacket, a r"irofcoufe 
woo1en Troofen, an otd round H.1t, and no·Shir!. S>-' . .el or Stncking~: 
V:hoever will apprehend .lnd (ecure the. bid-S"'H"E;L R(:EVES, n 

···--.bove(~ld,-~anbe~~d.a R:e .... ardot- FIFE P'QUXD.St-and.alLrS'@[çrl.~bl~ 
char~~"'i)D.-apJ>lylng :\s alx,-ve. "-

A,,!I1"tTttl~_ .Y~_l~!:,,-' __ !...J!~ . __ ~ __ .G, [ORGE YO~NG. Cqal,.r. 

f~h'~;iber be ~~.le;'ve=Jo-;;eturi{hÎs~Oll·-nncê~t-ttïincks·tD·h:s-rrlèridj~ 
.. and. tbc_ p!1blic 10 g~~er3, l.-;·r t egreÙ'ètlColl ragêinëôf"'Tië1f"rl"'fr. 

cëîtieJ ft1'Jce be commen~1 t beyen<ille and Commitliull bulr;u~r,;' h-e oOw . 
intteat. _ f;üJ\tinu~"ce cf th~ir f~vor:s, and trul!s' that his attC:1Hion' and 

"";;:PR9thl~i_tT.nrnm:=the.\f-~AAnt&l!IR!Œ!Wlmw~ '-",- - ... _.c . '. _ 

M."fftllf: t,J1afll r-88.· ..... ...... ·tnN~ -A;~{fft"'Aw 
.. """.' ;/' 1_ . J . ) . -1 , . 

.... __ :.-...... ,.':_.-:-" ...... ..,._., ........... ""''' ...... ,~ • ...,~,..,._.:~~:~..::;;:::~?'""~~::-~;;:::-~,;,èU: ~JI."'.-I!r~r:~ 

. ".:' Office, Saint ~!~I'. th~f, on V.f;Z.J rc:afonahic lUlU., ~he fonow'in! 
--~+----------- -- _._--_._------._,,_._-_. __ ._--_.,- ------_._-_.....:- ' 

-WRST~lNDfA RUM in Pun('h~ont" ---. 
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Figure 10 - Escape Notice for Two White Criminals 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
June 22, 1786 
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Figure 11- Escape Notice for a Nineteen Year Old Mulatto Apprentice 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
October 11,1792 

, 

Tœtnty Dollars .Rewllrd. 

~n~!i~~' ~b~o~",~ .. ~d~\e'~'. ~S~ubfi~' ~CJ~ibe~!..J)::n~5.,und;M_~~.~:JJ.l~.~~(:heW.1~th:-. . intla!l(1 il MuJàffO apprmttt'e a . . .. ~...-
o attt. aljd .. bout 5 (('tt 9 il'!chr~ high a Sboc~maker by trad~J 
bad OB wben he wcnt away 3' brown Su~tout coat, à Jean 
Coat and ùggim.) a pair of Boots and ntw cnarfe Hat. 

Air., a Çanadian man about twc:nty-û'Xyears of apt', 
mueh n'a,k~d with the fmall-polt, fPcaks brùkcn Eriglifb, 
h...d. wnh him il brnwn SÙftout coat,' j br'own dSat and 
dt ip!d yeR. he is a l\UUlt"f and Cutrier br trade. \Vho
fêJrnr aj'preht"nd, 'the.- abnvC' ml"nrioned men, and ddiver s 
them ar ~lofltlt'::d, or co rhe S-ubÎcriber it Saulr au Rt"coUet 
JhaU rcctive the above reward and aU rearunable charges, 
p.id br 

19HN TlEPLE. 
N~ & The apprenticc·s name il Eber \Ytldtn, and the 

~anadian I)iern: Agit>. 

, . .. _ FI 

MJ\ NU F ACTtl RE DE TABAC .. 
'''' 
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Figure 12 - Escape Notice for a 'Canadian', a Soldier, and a 'Negro' 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
May 16, 1793 

. ) i r~' J6r,1f,1Il, \2 J6 1,'!1 • .,~. 
0.: ud ; ..... ~ ·~W •• 'JJIJktI~ ~ JAW. Br"._ cI,t JA.~ .. 

char8f"d.. 1Irlth '-Drde .. , ,~~l fi~ fc("l te." IQ(~ Jùah, 
t«lIabl:C2ilcn •• n'lt 411ft browll Ift'f; ~ad on • bIne t'.pot and 

, 1 clieok G:k hMftirchttf at'ad ..... "db.l. .nd 
", ywii·'llJht,,.;·.~iH·lnIM-f«nnd 

. ~imen, •• Gerthft. CMfgc4 .,tll' r",!~"; 
IDeM$ h!3b .11 chwe;nt y yu,. of !ge. rHr rom-
.hair. h.d on a thçrt ('0 a, a W~H wail}' 

, .• -~MWÙ4d 

lb ... ALto JlltY6 ~i",,;" . • ~ l'Ikgro. ind6td r ,r pitt y 
"'1..J-.QC.~~""IlD~~;},.l.U ~_hilh.nll aoout 'W~Atl' ~utl.ot 

,.._ ôWl~ ~~ ...• J 

,;~Î,~ and ,.~ or Milit;i j~' tt.'" fcv~nl ca:m"ry rir:!he~ 
..... 1 GIbet H, i. Mà)4~" fU"ic, 'th. ~, heROr f.C:Q tJ1t,4cI.!!l.,tU(C t,btlr 

... 1IIIt'.IIt .. ece Jo .~t'fl' .. tatd Cn,..n,t.an~ to looge rh,.~ ln 
, . ,of tlt .. Prov'net-, e rdpotl:Vt k<:;tptn whueot are hke .. 
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Figure 13 - Gordon, 1863 
Smithsonian, Washington, De 
Black and White Photograph 
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Figure 14 - "Am 1 not a Man and a Brother", 1860 
The American Museum in Britain, Bath 
Poster 
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Figure 15 - "Liberty or Death" Article on the Haitian Revolution 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
April 30, 1804 
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Figure 16 - "Ali Our Yesterdays" Pt.l; "Hit the Nip" Cartoon 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
August 6, 1945 
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Figure 17 - "Ali Our Yesterdays" Pt.2; "No Longer a Sideshow" Cartoon 
Montreal Gazette, Reproduction from Microfilm 
August 13, 1945 
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